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TWO-DIMENSIONAL
VOLUME-FROZEN PERCOLATION:
DECONCENTRATION AND PREVALENCE
OF MESOSCOPIC CLUSTERS
 J VAN DEN BERG, D KISS  P NOLIN
A. – Frozen percolation on the binary tree was introduced by Aldous [1], inspired by
sol-gel transitions. We investigate a version of the model on the triangular lattice, where connected
components stop growing (“freeze”) as soon as they contain at leastN vertices, whereN is a (typically
large) parameter.
For the process in certain finite domains, we show a “separation of scales” and use this to prove a
deconcentration property. Then, for the full-plane process, we prove an accurate comparison to the
process in suitable finite domains, and obtain that, with high probability (as N ! 1), the origin
belongs in the final configuration to a mesoscopic cluster, i.e., a cluster which contains many, but much
fewer than N , vertices (and hence is non-frozen).
For this work we develop new interesting properties for near-critical percolation, including asymp-
totic formulas involving the percolation probability .p/ and the characteristic lengthL.p/ asp & pc .
R. – La percolation gelée sur l’arbre binaire a été introduite par Aldous [1], inspiré par les
transitions sol-gel. Nous étudions une version de ce modèle sur le réseau triangulaire, pour laquelle les
composantes connexes arrêtent de croître (« gèlent ») dès qu’elles contiennent au moins N sommets,
où N est un paramètre (typiquement grand).
Pour le processus dans certains domaines finis, nous prouvons une « séparation d’échelles », et
nous l’utilisons pour démontrer une propriété de déconcentration. Ensuite, pour le processus dans
tout le plan, nous établissons une comparaison précise avec le processus dans des domaines finis
adéquats, et nous obtenons qu’avec grande probabilité (lorsque N ! 1), l’origine appartient, dans
la configuration finale, à une composante connexe mésoscopique, c’est-à-dire, une composante qui
contient un grand nombre de sommets, mais beaucoup moins que N (et qui est donc non-gelée).
Pour ce travail, nous développons de nouvelles propriétés intéressantes de la percolation presque-
critique, en particulier des formules asymptotiques faisant intervenir la probabilité de percolation .p/
et la longueur caractéristique L.p/ quand p & pc .
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1. Introduction
1.1. Frozen percolation
Frozen percolation is a growth process which was first introduced by Aldous [1] on the
binary tree, motivated by sol-gel transitions [39]. Let us first describe it informally, on an
infinite simple graph G D .V;E/, where the vertices may be interpreted as particles. We
start with all edges closed (i.e., all particles are isolated), and we try to turn them open inde-
pendently of each other: at some random time e uniformly distributed between 0 and 1,
the edge e 2 E becomes open if and only if it connects two finite open connected compo-
nents (otherwise it just stays closed). In other words, a connected component grows until it
becomes infinite (i.e., it gelates), at which time it just stops growing: we say that it freezes,
which explains the name of the process. Apart from sol-gel transitions, one may think of
other interpretations, e.g., population dynamics (group formation), and pattern formation in
general. There are, somewhat surprisingly at first sight, also interesting connectionswith (and
potential applications to) forest-fire models (at least in the two-dimensional setting, studied
in this paper).
The existence of the frozen percolation process is not clear at all. In [1], Aldous studies the
case whenG is the infinite 3-regular tree, as well as the case of the planted binary tree (where
all vertices have degree 3, except the root vertex which has degree 1): using the tree structure,
which allows for explicit computations, he shows that the frozen percolation process does
exist in these two cases (and that it exhibits a fascinating form of self-organized critical
behavior). However, Benjamini and Schramm noticed soon after Aldous’ paper that such a
process does not exist on the square lattice Z2 (see also Remark (i) after Theorem 1 in [10]).
In order to circumvent this non-existence issue, a “truncated” process was studied in [8] by
de Lima and two of the authors, where a connected component stops growingwhen it reaches
a certain “size” N , where N  1 is some parameter of the process. Formally, the original
frozen percolation process corresponds to N D 1, and one would like to understand what
happens as N !1, in view of the non-existence result.
When N is finite, “size” can have various meanings, and in [8], the size of a cluster is
measured by its diameter. This diameter-frozen process was then further studied by the
second author in [25], who established a precise description as N ! 1, which, roughly
speaking, can be summarized as follows. Let us fix some K > 1, and look at a square of
side length KN (centered at 0): only finitely many frozen clusters appear (the probability
that there are more than k such clusters decays exponentially in k, uniformly in N ), and
they all freeze in a near-critical window around the percolation threshold pc . In particular,
it is shown that the frozen clusters all look like near-critical percolation clusters, with total
density converging to 0 as N ! 1, and with high probability the origin does not belong
to a frozen cluster: in the final configuration, a typical point is on a macroscopic non-frozen
cluster, i.e., a cluster with diameter of order N , but smaller than N .
The truncated process on a binary tree is studied in [7], where it is shown that the final
configuration is completely different: a typical point is either on a frozen cluster (i.e., with
diameter  N ), or on a microscopic one (with diameter O.1/), but one observes neither
macroscopic non-frozen clusters, nor mesoscopic ones. Moreover, the way of measuring the
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size of a cluster does not really matter in this case: under mild hypotheses (see Theorem 2
in [7]), the process converges (in some weak sense) to Aldous’ process as N !1.
In [9] two of us returned to the case of a two-dimensional lattice, where this time the
size of a cluster was measured by its volume, i.e., the number of vertices that it contains.
In that paper, we studied large finite boxes with side length a function m.N/ of the param-
eter N . Using classical percolation techniques (e.g., Russo-Seymour-Welsh a-priori bounds,
and Kesten’s scaling relations [23]), we showed that there is a sequence of “length scales”
m1.N /;m2.N /; : : : at which an exceptional behavior occurs (see Section 1.2 for more infor-
mation). This tells only a part of what is going on: for each fixed k, mk.N /  N (and
actually, much smaller than N ˛ for some ˛ < 1), and [9] does not tell what happens for
boxes with bigger length (and for the full-lattice process).
In the present paper, which uses and develops considerably more sophisticated results
about the percolation phase transition, we explore this unknown “territory”. Throughout
the paper, we work with a site version of frozen percolation, on the triangular lattice T (we
do this because site percolation on T is the planar percolation process for which the most
precise results are known, as discussed below). This lattice has vertex set
V.T/ D fx C yei=3 2 C W x; y 2 Zg;
and edge set E.T/ obtained by connecting all pairs u; v 2 V.T/ for which ku   vk2 D 1.
If u; v 2 V.T/ are connected by an edge, that is, .u; v/ 2 E.T/, we say that u and v are
neighbors, and we write u  v.
The independent site percolation process on T can be described as follows. We consider a
family .v/v2V.T/ of i.i.d random variables, with uniform distribution on Œ0; 1. For p 2 Œ0; 1,
we say that a vertex v is p-black (resp. p-white) if v  p (resp. v > p). Then, the vertices
are independently black or white, with respective probabilities p and 1   p. We denote
by Pp the corresponding product measure. Vertices can be grouped into maximal connected
components (clusters) of p-black sites and p-white sites, which defines a partition of V.T/.
It is a celebrated result [22] that for all p  pc WD 1=2, there is a.s. no infinite p-black cluster,
while for p > pc , there exists a.s. a unique infinite p-black cluster. We refer the reader to [21]
for an introduction to percolation theory.
We now define the volume-frozen percolation process itself, based on the same collec-
tion .v/v2V.T/. For a subset A  V.T/, its volume is the number of vertices that it contains,
denoted by jAj. Let G D .V;E/ be a subgraph of T, and N  1 be a fixed parameter. At
time t D 0, we set all the vertices in V to be white, and as time t evolves from 0 to 1, each
vertex v 2 V can become black at time t D v only: it is allowed to do so if and only if all
the black clusters touching v have a volume strictly smaller than N (otherwise, v stays white
until the end, i.e time t D 1). That is, black clusters are allowed to grow until their volume
is larger than or equal to N , when their growth is stopped: such a cluster is then said to be
frozen. Observe that it might be the case that a cluster never reaches volumeN , because it is
trapped in a small region surrounded by frozen clusters. We say that a black vertex is frozen
at a given time t if (at that time) it belongs to a frozen cluster (it is then frozen at all times
t 0 > t ). We use the notation P.G/N for the probability measure governing the process, and we
omit the graphG usedwhen it is clear from the context. Note that this process is well-defined:
it can be seen as a finite range interacting particle system, thus general theory [31] provides
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existence. Also note that the particular choice of the uniform distribution for the v’s is imma-
terial: any other continuous distribution produces the same process, up to a time change. In
fact, when the graph G is finite, the process is essentially as follows. Choose uniformly at
random a permutation of the vertices of G: one by one, in this chosen order, each vertex is
turned black, unless at least one of its neighbors is already contained in a black cluster with
volume  N .
One of our main results shows that for the triangular lattice, the fraction of frozen sites
vanishes as N !1.
T 1.1. – For the volume-frozen percolation process on T with parameter N  1,
(1.1) P.T/N .0 is frozen at time 1/
N!1    ! 0:
In fact, the proof of Theorem 1.1 provides a stronger result (namely a deconcentration
property), which shows a substantial difference with the diameter-frozen model, as well as
with Aldous’ model on the tree: consider two independent realizations of the cluster of 0 at
time 1 in the frozen percolation process, and denote the larger one by C , and the smaller one
by QC . Then j C jj QC j !C1 in probability asN !1. Note that this property immediately implies
Theorem 1.1, since the ratio of the volumes of two frozen clusters is between 1
3
and 3. It also
shows that we only observe mesoscopic clusters: for everyM > 1,
P.T/N

M < j C1.0/j < N
M

N!1    ! 1;
where we denote by C1.0/ the cluster of the origin at time 1. We can also see from the proof
of Theorem 1.1 that as N !1, the number of frozen clusters surrounding the origin tends
to1 in probability (another important difference with the diameter-frozen model).
Indirectly, our work relies on the conformal invariance property of critical percolation [37]
and the SLE (Schramm-Loewner Evolution) technology [27, 28] (see also [40]). A key ingre-
dient for themore refined results about the percolation phase transition is the construction of
the scaling limit of near-critical percolation [20]. Note that our site version of frozen perco-
lation (described above) is the exact analog of the bond version on Z2: if the SLE technology
was available for bond percolation on Z2 (as it is widely believed), the analog of Theorem 1.1
would hold as well.
We end this subsection by mentioning a few other works on models with a dynamics
having a somewhat similar flavor [36, 35, 33, 11]. In these papers the underlying “geometry” is
simpler: complete graphs (mean-field models) in the first three ones, and trees in the last one.
There are also many papers about one-dimensional models (see e.g., [13] and the references
given there).
1.2. Exceptional scales in volume-frozen percolation
In [9], we showed the existence of a sequence of exceptional scales mk D mk.N /, k  1,
with m1.N / D
p
N and mkC1.N / mk.N / (as N !1) for all k  1.
Let us denote by Bn WD Œ n; n2 the ball of radius n around the origin in the L1 norm.
The scales .mk.N //k1 are exceptional in the sense that if we consider the volume-frozen
percolation process in Bm, for some m D m.N/, we get two very different behaviors
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according to whether m stays close to one of these scales or not. More precisely, we proved
in [9] that the following dichotomy holds.
– Ifmk  m mkC1 asN !1 for some k  1 (i.e., we start between two exceptional
scales but far from them), then (w.h.p.) k successive frozen clusters appear around 0,
at (random) times pk < pk 1 <    < p1 (all strictly larger than pc D 12 ) such that
mi 1  L.pi / mi (where L.p/ is the characteristic length at p: see (2.3) below for
a precise definition). Moreover, we have 1 j C1.0/j  N : in other words, we only see
mesoscopic clusters.
– On the other hand, if m  mk as N ! 1 (for a given k  1), then (w.h.p.) one of
the following three situations occurs, each having a probability bounded away from 0:
either there are k   1 successive freezings and j C1.0/j is strictly smaller than N but of
orderN , or there are k successive freezings and j C1.0/j is at leastN or of order 1. That
is, we only observe macroscopic (frozen and non-frozen) and microscopic clusters.
Another significant difference between these two regimes is that in the first one all the frozen
clusters appear close to pc , while in the second one freezing can occur on the whole time
interval .pc ; 1/ (as on the binary tree, but note that there are no macroscopic non-frozen
clusters on the tree).
These exceptional scales clearly highlight the non-monotonicity of the process, which
makes it very challenging to analyze: we need to develop specific tools and ideas to study
its dynamics. The existence of these exceptional scales also constitutes a big difference with
diameter-frozen percolation [25]. For the diameter process, there is essentially one “char-
acteristic scale” (N ), and frozen clusters typically leave holes which are too small for new
frozen clusters to emerge, while for the volume process, most frozen clusters leave holes
where new clusters can freeze.
Heuristically, we expect the resulting configuration in the full-plane process to correspond
to the first case in the dichotomy, i.e., mk  m mkC1. Here, we proceed in the following
way: we first prove that even if we start close to mk , the successive freezings create enough
“deconcentration” if k is very large, so that with high probability we end up far away fromm1.
This yields in particular the following result.
T 1.2. – For all " > 0, there exists l  1 such that for all k  l , the following
holds: if m.N/ 2 Œmk.N /;mkC1.N / for all sufficiently large N , then
lim sup
N!1
P.Bm.N//N .0 is frozen at time 1/  ":
This result is interesting in itself, but it is also an intermediate step to prove Theorem 1.1:
for that, we “connect” the full-plane frozen percolation process with the process in large
enough (as a function of N ) domains. We actually need (and prove) a more uniform result
than Theorem 1.2, where boxes can be replaced by domains which are “sufficiently regular”
(see Theorem 6.2 in Section 6.2 for a precise statement).
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1.3. Organization of the paper
In the first three sections (Sections 2 to 4) we collect and develop all the tools from inde-
pendent percolation which are used in our proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.More specifically,
we need results about the near-critical regime, close to the percolation threshold pc .
In Section 2 we first discuss classical results and we derive some consequences of these
results. We then prove more involved properties, for which the scaling limit of near-critical
percolation (see [20]) is needed. In particular, we establish formulas (see Proposition 2.8 and
Lemma 2.9) for the asymptotic behavior of the density .p/ of the infinite cluster and the
usual characteristic length L.p/ as p & pc , which are significant refinements of two central
results of Kesten’s celebrated paper [23]. More precisely, we show that the quantities
.p/
1.L.p//
and .p   pc/L.p/24.L.p//
have non-trivial limits as p & pc , where 1 and 4 are (resp.) the one- and four-arm
probabilities, defined in Section 2.1. These improved formulas are crucial for enabling us to
follow the dynamics of the process.
A central object in our reasonings is the hole of the origin in the infinite cluster (in the
supercritical regime p > pc), and we study it further in Section 3, proving continuity (with
respect to p) and regularity properties which are interesting in themselves (see Lemma 3.7
and Corollary 3.9). In particular, one of the difficulties is to rule out the existence of certain
bottlenecks, which could perturb the future evolution of the process.
In Section 4 we discuss and extend several estimates (from [12]) on the volume of the
largest connected component in a finite domain. These estimates are used repeatedly in our
proofs, to obtain a good control on the successive freezing times.
We then turn to the frozen percolation process itself. We first study it in finite domains,
before analyzing the full-plane process in Section 7.
In Section 5 we discuss the exceptional scales, and we construct several chains related
to the frozen percolation process in a finite box. One of these chains is an exact Markov
chain, and we prove a deconcentration property for it, using an “abstract” lemma obtained
in Section 5.4.
This deconcentration property is then used in Section 6 to prove Theorem 1.2. Roughly
speaking, we need to know that the number of frozen clusters surrounding the origin is
sufficiently large: for instance, we can start with a box with side length between mk.N / and
mkC1.N /, for k large enough.
We then establish Theorem 1.1 in Section 7. For that, we show how to “connect” the
process in T with the process in finite, large enough (as a function of N ) domains, which
allows us to use the results from the previous section. This “connection” turns out to be
delicate (see Proposition 7.2).
Finally, in Section 8, we briefly discuss the potential relation with two other natural
processes.
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2. Near-critical percolation
Our proofs rely heavily on a precise description of independent percolation near criti-
cality, i.e., on how this model behaves through its phase transition. Before turning to frozen
percolation itself in later sections, we first collect all the results that are needed. After fixing
notations in Section 2.1, we present properties which have by now become classical, in
Section 2.2, and we derive a few consequences of these properties in Section 2.3. We then
turn to more specific technical results, in Sections 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. Their proofs are more
involved, relying on recent breakthroughs by Garban, Pete, and Schramm [19, 20], and (so
far) they only “work” for site percolation on the triangular lattice.
2.1. Notations
In what follows, a path is a sequence of vertices, where any two consecutive vertices are
neighbors. Two vertices u and v are said to be connected, which we denote by u  ! v, if
there exists a path from u to v on T that consists of black sites only (we also consider white
connections, but in this case, we always mention explicitly the color). Two subsets A;B 
V.T/ are said to be connected if there exist u 2 A and v 2 B which are connected, and we
write A ! B. For p > pc , the unique infinite p-black cluster is denoted by C1 D C1.p/.
We also write v  !1 for the event v 2 C1, and we use the notation
.p/ D Pp.0 !1/
for the density of C1.
For A  T, we consider its inner boundary @inA, which consists of all the sites in A that
are neighbor with a site in Ac , and its outer boundary @outA D @in.Ac/, which consists of all
the sites in Ac neighbor to a site in A. Note that if A is a black cluster, then @inA and @outA
consist of black and white sites, respectively.
For a rectangle R D Œx1; x2  Œy1; y2 (x1 < x2, y1 < y2), we denote by CH .R/ (resp.
CV .R/) the event that there exists a black path in R that connects the two vertical (resp.
horizontal) sides ofR.Wewrite CH .R/ and C

V .R/ for the analogous events withwhite paths.
For 0 < m < n, we define the annulus
Am;n WD Bn n Bm:
For z 2 C, we use the short-hand notations Br .z/ D z C Br and Am;n.z/ D z C Am;n.
For notational convenience, we also allow the value n D 1, writing Am;1.z/ D C n Bm.z/.
For A D Am;n.z/, the event that there exists a black (resp. white) circuit in A, i.e., surroun-
ding Bm.z/, is denoted by O.A/ (resp. O.A/), and we often use the outermost such black
circuit in A, which we denote by CoutA (we take C
out
A D ; when such a circuit does not exist).
As often when studying near-critical percolation, the so-called arm events play a central
role in our proofs. For k  1,  2 Sk WD fb;wgk (where we write b and w for black and
white, respectively), and an annulus A as above, we define the event A  .A/ that there exist
k disjoint paths i (1  i  k) in A, in counter-clockwise order, each connecting Bm.z/
to @Bn.z/, and such that i has color i for each i . We denote
(2.1)  .m; n/ D Ppc .A  .Am;n// ;
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and we simply write  .n/ for  .0; n/ (for paths starting from a neighbor of the origin).
We write A 1, A 1 , A 4, and A 6 in the cases when  is .b/, .w/, .bwbw/, and .bwwbww/,
respectively (and similarly for 1, 1 , 4, and 6). Note that for an annulus A,
O.A/ D .A 1.A//c . For notational convenience, we also write
(2.2) O.zIm; n/ D O.Am;n.z// and A  .zIm; n/ D A  .Am;n.z//;
where z is assumed to be 0 when it is omitted.
We define the characteristic length by
(2.3) L.p/ D max ˚n > 0 W Pp . CH .Œ0; n  Œ0; 2n//  0:01	
for p < 1=2, and by L.p/ D L.1   p/ for p > 1=2. From the definition above, it is
clear that L.p/ is piecewise constant, so not continuous, and non-decreasing (resp. non-
increasing) on Œ0; pc/ (resp. .pc ; 1). We thus use a slightly different function QL defined as
follows. For each discontinuity pointp ¤ pc ofL, we set QL.p/ D L.p/, and thenwe extend QL
to .0; 1/ n fpcg by linear interpolation. The function QL has similar properties as L, with the
additional benefit of being continuous and strictly monotone on Œ0; pc/ and .pc ; 1, which
will come handy later. With a slight abuse of notation, in the following we write L for QL.
2.2. Classical results
Here we collect some classical results in near-critical percolation which will be used
throughout the paper.
(i) Russo-Seymour-Welsh (RSW) bounds. For each k  1, there exists a constant ık > 0
such that
(2.4) Pp . CH .Œ0; kn  Œ0; n//  ık and Pp
 
CH .Œ0; kn  Œ0; n/
  ık
for all p 2 .0; 1/ and n  L.p/.
(ii) Exponential decay with respect to L.p/. There exist universal constants ci ; c0i > 0
(i D 1; 2) such that
(2.5)
Pp . CV .Œ0; 2n  Œ0; n//  c1e c2 nL.p/ and Pp . CH .Œ0; 2n  Œ0; n//  c01e c
0
2
n
L.p/
for all p < 1=2 and n  1 (see Lemma 39 in [34]). Using standard arguments, it follows
from (2.5) that for some c3 > 0: for all p > 1=2 and n  L.p/,
(2.6) Pp.@Bn  !1/  1   e c3 nL.p/ :
In particular, this implies (see Corollary 41 in [34]) that for p > 1=2,
(2.7) Pp.0 ! @BL.p//  .p/:
(iii) Extendability and quasi-multiplicativity of arm events at criticality. For all k  1 and
 2 Sk , there are constants c1; c2 > 0 (depending on  only) such that
c1 .2n1; n2/   .n1; n2/  c2 .n1; 2n2/(2.8)
and
c1 .n1; n3/   .n1; n2/ .n2; n3/  c2 .n1; n3/(2.9)
for all 0  n1  n2  n3 (see Propositions 16 and 17 in [34], respectively).
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(iv) Arm events in near-critical regime. For every k  1,  2 Sk , let Ap;p0 denote the
modification of the event A  where the black arms are p-black, and the white ones
are p0-white. Then for all C  1, there exist constants c1; c2 > 0 (depending on k,  ,
and C ) such that
(2.10) c1 .m; n/  Pp.Ap;p0 .m; n//  c2 .m; n/
for all p; p0 2 .0; 1/, and all m; n  C.L.p/ ^ L.p0// (see Lemma 6.3 in [16], or
Lemma 8.4 in [20]).
(v) Lower and upper bounds on the 1-arm exponent. There exist universal constants
c1; c2;  > 0 such that
(2.11) c1
m
n
1=2  Pp.A 1.m; n//  c2 m
n

for all m; n > 0 with m < n < L.p/. This implies that for all k  1,  2 Sk , and
C  1, there exist universal constants c3; ˛ > 0 such that
(2.12) P.Ap;p
0
 .m; n//  c3
m
n
˛
for all p; p0, and m; n  C.L.p/ ^ L.p0//.
(vi) Lower bound on the 4-arm exponent. There exist universal constants c; ı > 0 such that
(2.13) Pp.A 4.m; n//  c
m
n
2 ı
for all m; n > 0 with m < n < L.p/ (this is a consequence of Theorem 24 (3) in [34]).
In particular, there is a universal constant C 0 such that
(2.14)
nX
kD1
22k4.2
k/  C 022n4.2n/
for all n  1.
(vii) Upper bound on the 6-arm exponent. There exist universal constants c; ı > 0 such that
(2.15) Pp.A 6.m; n//  c
m
n
2Cı
for all m; n > 0 with m < n < L.p/ (we refer the reader to Theorem 24 (3) in [34]).
(viii) Asymptotic equivalences. The following are central results in [23]:
(2.16) .p/  1.L.p//
as p & pc (see Theorem 2 of [23], or (7.25) in [34]), and
(2.17) jp   pc jL.p/24.L.p//  1
as p ! pc (see (4.5) in [23], or Proposition 34 of [34]).
2.3. Additional properties
Let us first give a definition.
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D 2.1. – For 0 < a < b, we consider all the horizontal and vertical rectangles of
the form
Ba.2ax/ [ Ba.2ax0/; with x; x0 2 Bdb=2aeC1; x  x0
(covering the ballBbC2a), and we denote by Np.a; b/ the event that in each of these rectangles,
there exists a p-black crossing in the long direction.
Note that Np.a; b/ implies the existence of a p-black cluster N which ensures that all
the p-black clusters and all the p-white clusters that intersect Bb , except N itself, have a
diameter at most 4a. In the following, such a cluster N is called a net.
L 2.2. – There exist universal constants c1; c2 > 0 such that: for all 0 < a < b and
p > pc ,
(2.18) P.Np.a; b//  1   c1

b
a
2
e c2
a
L.p/ :
Proof of Lemma 2.2. – This follows immediately from the exponential decay prop-
erty (2.5).
We also derive the following lower bound, which is used in the proof of Proposition 7.2.
L 2.3. – For all ; 0  1, there exists a constant c D c.; 0/ > 0 such that: for all
p; p0 > pc with p < p0 and L.p0/  0 1L.p/, all n   1L.p/,
(2.19) P.0
p0 !1; 0
p
6 ! @Bn/  c jp
0   pj
jp   pc j.p/:
Proof of Lemma 2.3. – Since the left-hand side of (2.19) is increasing in n, we can assume
that n D  1L.p/. We construct a sub-event of f0 p
0
 ! 1; 0
p
6 ! @Bng for which the
desired lower bound holds, as follows. We start with the events
E1 WD fthere is a p-black circuit C1 in A 1L.p/=4; 1L.p/=2 s.t. 0
p ! C1g;
and E2 WD fthere is a p-black circuit C2 in A 1L.p/;2 1L.p/ s.t. C2
p !1g:
These two events are independent, and RSW (2.4) implies that
P.E1/P.E2/  c1.p/
for some constant c1 D c1./ > 0.
If we also introduce
Wp WD fv 2 A 1L.p/=2; 1L.p/ W v is p-white; @v
p ! @B 1L.p/=4; @v
p ! @B2 1L.p/g
(where we denote by @v the set of neighbors of v), then there exist constants c2; c3 > 0
(depending only on ) such that the event
E3 WD fthere is a p-white circuit in A 1L.p/=2; 1L.p/g \ fjWpj  c2L.p/24.L.p//g
satisfies: for all p > pc , P.E3/  c3. This property follows from standard arguments, and
we sketch a proof on Figure 2.1.
We now restrict ourselves to the event E1 \ E2, we let C1 and C2 be the inner- and
outermost circuits appearing in the events E1 and E2, respectively, and we condition on
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∂B2κ−1L(p)
∂Bκ−1L(p)
∂Bκ−1L(p)/2
∂Bκ−1L(p)/4
F 2.1. It follows from a second moment argument that with a probability
 c03 > 0, there exist  L.p/24.L.p// vertices in the gray region with four
well-separated arms, as depicted. By using RSW (2.4), we can then extend the two
p-white arms into a p-white circuit in A 1L.p/=2; 1L.p/.
the circuits C1 and C2, as well as on the configuration inside C1 and outside C2. The
configuration between C1 and C2 is thus fresh, and we obtain
(2.20)
P.E1 \E2 \E3/ D
X
C1;C2
P.E3 j C1 D C1; C2 D C2/P. C1 D C1; C2 D C2/  c1.p/  c3:
Using the pivotal vertices produced by the event E3, we deduce that for some c4 > 0,
P.0
p0 !1; 0
p
6 ! @B 1L.p//  c4jp0   pjL.p/24.L.p//P.E1 \E2 \E3/
 c1c3c4jp0   pjL.p/24.L.p//.p/
(here, the first inequality uses the fact that jp0 pjL.p/24.L.p//  c5 jp0 pjjp pc j  c6 for some
universal c5 > 0, and c6 D c6.0/ > 0, from (2.17) and the hypothesis on p and p0, and the
second inequality uses (2.20)), which completes the proof of Lemma 2.3 (by applying again
(2.17)).
Note that Lemma 2.3 implies in particular the following: there exists a constant
c D c.0/ > 0 such that for all p; p0 > pc with p < p0 and L.p0/  0 1L.p/,
.p0/   .p/  c jp
0   pj
jp   pc j.p/
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(by fixing one value of , e.g.,  D 1, and letting n!1 in the right-hand side of (2.19)). It
is also possible to derive a similar upper bound on .p0/   .p/.
L 2.4. – For all  > 1, there exists a constant C D C./ > 0 such that: for all
p; p0 > pc with p < p0 and L.p0/   1L.p/, we have
(2.21) .p0/   .p/  C jp
0   pj
jp   pc j.p/:
Proof of Lemma 2.4. – Since this result is not used later in the paper, we postpone the
proof to Appendix A.1.
2.4. Asymptotics of 
We now recall some results on the large scale behavior of arm events at criticality. We
first remind that their probabilities are described asymptotically by critical exponents, whose
values are known (except in the so-called monochromatic case, for k  2 arms of the same
color). The following result is due to Smirnov and Werner [38] (except for the case k D 1
[29], and for the existence of ˛ in the k  2monochromatic case [2]). Its proof relies on the
connection between critical percolation and SLE (Schramm-Loewner Evolution) processes
with parameter 6, which uses the conformal invariance property of critical percolation (in
the scaling limit) [37] and properties of SLE processes [27, 28].
L 2.5. – For all k  1 and  2 Sk ,
 .k; n/ D n ˛Co.1/ as n!1;
for some constant ˛ > 0. Furthermore,
– ˛ D 548 for k D 1,
– and ˛ D k2 112 for all k  2 and  2 Sk containing both colors.
This has the following consequence, known as a ratio-limit theorem.
L 2.6 (Proposition 4.9 of [19]). – For all k  1,  2 Sk and  > 1,
lim
n!1
 .k; n/
 .k; n/
D  ˛ ;
where ˛ is as in Lemma 2.5.
Actually, we make use of a slightly stronger version of this result: the above point-wise
convergence holds locally uniformly in .
L 2.7. – For all k  1,  2 Sk , N > 1 and " > 0, there exists K  1 such that: for
all n0 > n  K with n0
n
 N, we have
 .k; n
0/
 .k; n/


n0
n
˛
2 .1   "; 1C "/;
where ˛ is as in Lemma 2.5.
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Proof of Lemma 2.7. – This is a rather immediate consequence of Lemma 2.6, and the
fact that  is decreasing in its second argument. Indeed, let us write N D .1C˛/m, for some
˛ > 0 very small, depending on " (a precise choice is made later). Lemma 2.6 immediately
gives that there existsK  1 large enough so that for all n  K and all  2 Lm WD f.1C˛/i W
1  i  mg,
(2.22)
 .k; n/
 .k; n/
 ˛ 2

1   "
2
; 1C "
2

:
Now, let us consider any n  K and n0 2 .n; Nn: there exists some i 2 f1; : : : ; mg for which
.1C ˛/i  n0
n
 .1C ˛/iC1, and the monotonicity of  implies
 .k; .1C ˛/iC1n/
 .k; n/
  .k; n
0/
 .k; n/
  .k; .1C ˛/
in/
 .k; n/
:
By combining this with (2.22), we obtain
1   "
2
 
.1C ˛/iC1 ˛   .k; n0/
 .k; n/


1C "
2
 
.1C ˛/i ˛ ;
and so 
1   "
2

.1C ˛/ ˛

n0
n
 ˛
  .k; n
0/
 .k; n/


1C "
2

.1C ˛/˛

n0
n
 ˛
:
This yields the desired conclusion, by choosing ˛ D ˛."/ small enough.
2.5. Near-critical behavior of .p/ and L.p/
In this section, we state two more specific properties of near-critical percolation. To our
knowledge, these results are new, and we believe that they are interesting in themselves. Their
proofs are more involved, since they rely on the scaling limit of near-critical percolation [20]
constructed by Garban, Pete and Schramm. However, the results and tools from [20] are not
used elsewhere in the paper, only via the following Proposition 2.8 andLemma2.9. Therefore,
we dedicate a separate section for the proofs of these two results (Section 2.6), which can be
skipped at first reading.
Our analysis of volume-frozen percolation relies on locating precisely the successive
freezing times, for which we need to closely keep track of the value of  . It turns out that
the classical relation (2.16) is not good enough for that purpose, and we make use of the
stronger version below.
P 2.8. – There exists a constant c 2 .0;1/ such that
.p/
1.L.p//
p&pc    ! c :
We are also interested in the quantity jp   pc jL.p/24.L.p// as p ! pc . We already
know from (2.17) that it is 1, but we need that it has actually a limit.
L 2.9. – There exists a constant c > 0 such that
(2.23) jp   pc jL.p/24.L.p// p&pc    ! c:
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2.6. Proofs of Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.9
Before we dive into the proof, we extend our notations to accommodate the triangular
lattice at different mesh sizes, as in [19, 20]. These new notations are used only in this section.
For  > 0, let T be the triangular lattice with mesh size  (i.e., the lattice obtained by
scaling T with a factor ). For all the quantities defined so far, we add a superscript  to
indicate the dependence on the mesh size. In particular, Pp refers to site percolation on T
with parameter p. Note that
L.p/ D L.p/; and j .a; b/ D j .a 1; b 1/
for all j 2 f1; 4g and 0 < a < b.
We make use of the following near-critical parameter scale: for  2 R, we set
(2.24) p./ WD pc C  
2


4 .; 1/
:
We use the short-hand P; WD P
p./
, and we extend the notation j .a; b/ by

;
j .a; b/ WD P;.Aj .a; b//
for j 2 f1; 4g and 0 < a < b. Finally, we set (with a slight abuse of notation)
(2.25) L./ WD L.p.//:
First, let us recall some results from [19] and [20] (where we restrict to the cases that we
need, namely j D 1 or 4, although we believe it to hold for other cases as well).
T 2.10. – The quantities L./ and ;j .a; b/ converge to some continuum
analogs as ! 0:
(i) for any  2 R,
(2.26) L.p.// D L./ !0   ! L0./;
(ii) and for all j 2 f1; 4g and 0 < a < b,
(2.27) ;j .a; b/
!0   ! 0;j .a; b/:
This result comes from the fact that for any fixed  2 R, the percolation model on T with
parameter p./ converges in distribution to the continuum near-critical percolation model
as  ! 0 (in the quad-crossing topology). More precisely, (i) follows from Theorem 9.4 of
[20], while (ii) follows from the same theorem combined with Lemma 2.9 of [19].
T 2.11 (Theorem 10.3 and Corol. 10.5 of [20]). – For all  2 R n f0g, j 2 f1; 4g
and 0 < a < b,
L0./ D jj 4=3L0.1/ 2 .0;1/;
and 0;j .a; b/ D 0;sgn./j .jj4=3a; jj4=3b/:
In particular,

0;1
j .aL
0.1/; bL0.1// D 0;j .aL0./; bL0.//
for all  > 0 and 0 < a < b.
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Let us also remind that conformal invariance of critical percolation in the scaling limit
(see Theorem 7 of [14]) implies that
(2.28) 0j .a; b/ D 0j .sa; sb/
for all j 2 f1; 4g, 0 < a < b and s > 0 (where we write 0j for 0;0j ).
The results above rely on the following ratio-limit theorem.
P 2.12. – For anyfixeda; r > 0 and 2 R, there exists a constant c.r; a/ > 0
such that
lim
!0

;
j .; r/

;
j .; a/
D lim
"!0

0;
j ."; r/

0;
j ."; a/
D c.r; a/
for all j 2 f1; 4g. In the case where  D 0, one has c0.r; a/ D . ra /  j˛ , with ˛1 D 548 and
˛4 D 54 .
Proof of Proposition 2.12. – The case  D 0 coincides with Proposition 4.9 of [19]. The
case  ¤ 0 follows from a combination of the proof of that proposition, and (2.27).
The following result is a key lemma in [20].
L 2.13 (Lemma 8.4 of [20]). – For all  2 R and j 2 f1; 4g, there exist constants
0 < c < C <1 and 0 (depending on  and j ) such that: for all   0,
c  
;
j .; 1/


j .; 1/
 C:
Before we proceed to the proof of Proposition 2.8, we need a few more results.
L 2.14. – For all  2 R and j 2 f1; 4g, there exists a constant C D C.; j / > 0
such that for all a 2 .0; 1/, we have:
(2.29)
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ;j .; a/j .; a/   1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ  Ca2 4 .a; 1/ 1
for all   0 D 0.; j; a/.
Proof of Lemma 2.14. – We suppose that  > 0 and j D 1, since the cases when  < 0
or j D 4 can be treated in a similar way. We note that

;
j .; a/   j .; a/ D P.B/;
where B is the event that there exists a p./-black arm in A;a, but no pc-black arm.
If B occurs, there exists a vertex which lies on a pc-white circuit in A;a, as well as on a
p./-black arm crossing that annulus. Among the vertices having this property, let v be
the one which is closest to the origin (if there are multiple choices, we pick one by using
some deterministic procedure). This vertex v is then pc-white and p./-black, and we see
four disjoint arms around v: two p./-black and two pc-white arms, starting from v and
reaching a distance d D d.v; f0g [ @Ba/.
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In order to obtain an upper bound on P.B/, we distinguish two cases, depending on the
distance from v to the origin: we introduce the two sub-events
B1 WD
n
d.0; v/  a
2
o
 B and B2 WD B n B1:
We start by bounding the probability of B1. Let imax WD
˙
log2
 
a
2

. By dividing the
annulus A;a into the annuli Ai D A2i 1;2i (1  i  imax), we obtain
P.B1/ 
imaxX
iD1
P.v 2 Ai /
 jp./   pc j
imaxX
iD1
jAi j  Pp./
 
A 1.; 2i 2/

 P Ap./;pc4 .; 2i 1/  Pp./ A 1.2iC1; a/
 C1jp./   pc j1 .; a/
imaxX
iD1
22iC24 .; 2
i 1/;
for some constant C1 D C1./ > 0 (using (2.10), (2.8) and (2.9)). Hence,
P.B1/  C2jp./   pc j1 .; a/
a

2


4 .; a/ D C21 .; a/a2


4 .; a/


4 .; 1/

for some C2 > 0, where the inequality uses (2.14), and the equality uses the definition
of p./ (2.24). Using finally (2.9), we obtain that for some C3 D C3./ > 0,
(2.30) P.B1/  C31 .; a/a2
 


4 .a; 1/
 1
:
We can bound the probability of B2 in a similar way, and obtain that
(2.31) P.B2/  C41 .; a/a2
 


4 .a; 1/
 1
;
where C4 D C4./ > 0. The computation in this case is slightly more complicated: when v is
close to @Ba, we only have 4 short arms, but we get 3 long arms in a half plane, unless v is close
to a corner, in which case we have 2 long arms in a quarter plane. Since the corresponding
exponents ˛hp3 D 2 (3 arms in a half plane) and ˛qp2 D 2 (2 arms in a quarter plane)
are larger than the 4-arm exponent ˛4, the summations above can be adapted to this case.
A combination of (2.30) and (2.31) then finishes the proof of Lemma 2.14.
We can now obtain the following result.
L 2.15. – For all  2 R and r > 0, there exists a constant c D c.r; / > 0 such that
(2.32) lim
!0

;
1 .; r/


1 .; r/
D c:
Proof of Lemma 2.15. – By Lemma 2.14, the ratio in the left-hand side of (2.32) is
bounded. We can rewrite it as

;
1 .; r/

;
1 .; ı/
 
;
1 .; ı/


1 .; ı/




1 .; r/


1 .; ı/
 1
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for some ı 2 .0; r^1/. By Proposition 2.12, the first and third terms above converge to c.r; ı/
and c0.r; ı/ as ! 0, respectively. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2.14 that the middle
term is 1CO.ı˛/, uniformly in . Hence, the ratio in the left-hand side of (2.32) is a Cauchy
sequence in , which finishes the proof of the lemma.
L 2.16. – The function
(2.33) S1.r/ WD lim
!0

;1
1 .; r/


1 .; r/
is continuous on .0;1/.
Proof of Lemma 2.16. – Note that it is sufficient to prove the following property: for any
fixed r > 0,
(2.34) 1
 
; r.1C ı/ D 1 .; r/ 1CO.ı/ as ı ! 0;
uniformly in  > 0, and similarly with ;11 . We now prove this property. To fix ideas, we
consider 1 and ı > 0. We have


1 .; r/   1
 
; r.1C ı/ D P.B/;
where B is the event that there exist a pc-black arm in A;r and a pc-white circuit
in A;r.1Cı/. Note that B  B1 \ B2, where
– B1 WD fthere exists a pc-black arm in A; r4 g,
– and B2 WD fthere is a box of the form z C B ır
2
 Ar;r.1Cı/ which is connected to
distance r
2
by three arms (two pc-white, and one pc-black) staying in A;r.1Cı/g (in
particular, these three arms are contained in a “half plane”).
Since B1 and B2 are independent, we can then obtain (2.34) by using the exponent ˛hp3 D 2
for the existence of 3 arms in a half plane (we only need to consider of order ı 1 boxes in the
event B2).
C 2.17. – For all ; r > 0,
lim
!0

;
1 .; r/


1 .; r/
D S1

L0.1/
L0./
r

D S1
 
4=3r

:
Proof of Corol. 2.17. – This follows by combiningTheorem2.11, (2.28) andLemma2.15.
L 2.18. – There exists a universal constant c2 > 0 such that: for all  > 0,
(2.35) lim
!0
.p.//

;
1 .; L
.//
D c2:
Proof of Lemma 2.18. – First, it follows from (2.7) and (2.25) that the ratio in the left-
hand side of (2.35) is bounded away from 0 and1. We rewrite it as
.p.//

;
1 .; L
.//
D .p.//

;
1 .;KL
.//
 
;
1 .;KL
.//

;
1 .; L
.//
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for some K > 1. It then follows from (2.5) that the first term above is 1C o.1/ as K ! 1,
uniformly for small , while for every fixedK, the second term converges to c.;K/ as ! 0
(by Proposition 2.12). This implies the existence of the limit in the left-hand side of (2.35).
By combining Corollary 2.17, Lemma 2.16, Proposition 2.12 and Theorem 2.10, we then
obtain
lim
!0

;
1 .;KL
.//

;
1 .; L
.//
D S1.KL
0.1//
S1.L0.1//
K 5=48:
Hence, the limit above is independent of , which completes the proof of Lemma 2.18.
We are now ready to prove Proposition 2.8.
Proof of Proposition 2.8. – Let p > pc , and set  D .p/ D L0.1/L.p/ . Note that .p/ ! 0
as p & pc . Further, we set  D .p/ such that p.p/..p// D p. Hence L..p// D L0.1/.
Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 imply that .p/ ! 1 as p & pc . Let " > 0 and p0 > pc such that
j.p/   1j < " for all p 2 .pc ; p0/. Then
.p1 ".//

;1C"
1 .; L
.1C "// 
.p/

;.p/
1 .; L
..p///
 .p1C".//

;1 "
1 .; L
.1   "// :
If we take the limit as  ! 0, Lemma 2.18 (combined with Corollary 2.17, Lemma 2.16,
Theorem 2.10 and Lemma 2.6) implies that the lower and the upper bounds become
c2
 
1 "
1C"
5=36
and c2
 
1C"
1 "
5=36
, respectively, where c2 is as in Lemma 2.18. Since " > 0 was
arbitrary, we obtain
(2.36) lim
p&pc
.p/

;.p/
1 .; L
..p///
D c2:
In a similar way, we have
(2.37) lim
p&pc

;.p/
1 .; L
0.1//

;1
1 .; L
0.1//
D 1:
Now, recall that L..p// D L0.1/, L.p/ D L1.p/ D  1L.p/ and .a; b/ D .a; b/.
We can thus complete the proof of Proposition 2.8 by combining (2.36), (2.37) and
Lemma 2.15.
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 2.9.
Proof of Lemma 2.9. – We still use the same notations, in particular we consider ;  > 0
and p./ as in (2.24). For p D p./, the left-hand side of (2.23) is equal to
jp./   pc jL.p.//24.L.p./// D

L.p.//
 1
2
 4.L.p.///
4. 1/
 :
Let us now take the limits as  ! 0: the first factor in the right-hand side converges
to .L0.//2 by Theorem 2.10, and the second factor converges to L0./ 5=4, by the same
theorem combined with Lemma 2.6 (ratio-limit theorem for 4). Hence,
lim
&0
jp./   pc jL.p.//24.L.p./// D .L0.//3=4;
which is constant in  > 0 by Theorem 2.11. From this, Lemma 2.9 follows easily.
In particular, we can compare precisely L.p/ and L.p0/ when p and p0 are close to pc .
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L 2.19. – For all " > 0 and N > 1, there exists p0 > pc such that: for all
p; p0 2 .pc ; p0/ with L.p/L.p0/ 2 . N 1; N/, we have
L.p/
L.p0/
3=4
 p   pc
p0   pc 2 .1   "; 1C "/:
Proof of Lemma 2.19. – This follows by combining Lemma 2.9 with Lemma 2.7.
3. Holes in supercritical percolation
3.1. Definition and a-priori estimates
In the supercritical regime p > pc , the unique infinite black cluster C1.p/ either contains
the origin, or surrounds it (a.s.). In the latter case, the origin lies in a “hole”: this geometric
object plays an important role to study the successive freezings. In this section, we prove
estimates on this hole, which is defined formally as follows.
D 3.1. – We call hole of the origin at time p > pc , denoted by H .p/, the
connected component of 0 in Tn . C1.p/[@out C1.p//, i.e., when we remove the vertices which
are neither in the infinite black cluster, nor neighbor of it. By convention, we take H .p/ D ; if
0 belongs to C1.p/ [ @out C1.p/.
This is a natural object to define, in the following sense. Given C1.p/, the region outside
this cluster and its boundary is exactly the region where we have no information on the colors
of the vertices. So in other words, H .p/ is the connected component of 0 in this “terra
incognita”. Note that clearly, H .p/  H .p0/ for pc < p < p0. The reason why we remove
an extra layer of white sites along the boundary of C1.p/ also comes from the connection
with frozen percolation, where white vertices along the boundary of a frozen cluster are not
allowed to become black at a later time (see Definition 5.1 below).
R 3.2. – For future use, let us observe that if v 2 @outH .p/ and H .p/ has diam-
eter l , then we can find three disjoint arms from neighbors of v to @Bl=2.v/: two white arms,
by following @outH .p/ in two directions, and one black arm, since by definition, each vertex
of @outH .p/ has a neighbor in C1.p/ (we refer the reader to Figure 3.1 for an illustration).
Also, note that H .p/ is simply connected.
We start with some easy a-priori estimates on H .p/.
L 3.3. – The following lower bounds hold for all p > pc , where ˛; c > 0 are some
universal constants.
(i) For all   1,
(3.1) P
 H .p/
L.p/
 B

 1   e ˛:
(ii) For all   1,
(3.2) P
 H .p/
L.p/
 B

 1   c1 .L.p/; L.p// :
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v
∞
H(p)
0
F 3.1. The hole of the origin H .p/ at time p. Its outer boundary
@outH .p/ is a circuit of white sites (in dashed lines), and each vertex v on it has
a neighbor in C1.p/, i.e., is connected to1 by a black path (in solid lines).
Proof of Lemma 3.3. – (i) We have
P
 H .p/
L.p/
 B

 Pp

O


2
L.p/; L.p/

\ A 1


2
L.p/;1

 c0Pp

A 1


2
L.p/;1

for some universal constant c0 > 0 (using the FKG inequality, and then RSW (2.4)). The
desired lower bound then follows from (2.6).
(ii) We can write
P
 H .p/
L.p/
 B

 Pp
 
O.L.p/; 2L.p//
 D 1   Pp A 1.L.p/; 2L.p//:
Finally, we use that Pp
 
A 1.L.p/; 2L.p//
  1.L.p/; L.p// (from (2.10) and (2.8)).
Based on the scaling limit of near-critical percolation, it is natural to expect that H.p/
L.p/
converges in distribution as p & pc (in a suitable topology), and so its volume jH.p/jL.p/2
as well. However, the precise knowledge of the scaling limit is not needed for the proofs
of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2: we only need to know that jH.p/j
L.p/2
does not fluctuate too much
as p & pc . We use the following estimates, which are weaker and can be proved using
classical results.
L 3.4. – There exist universal constants ˛1; ˛2; c1 > 0 such that the following bounds
hold for all p > pc .
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(i) For all   1,
e ˛1
p
  P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 

 e ˛2
p
;(3.3)
and e ˛1  P
 H .p/
L.p/
 B

 e ˛2:(3.4)
(ii) For all   1,
c11
p
L.p/; 2L.p/

 P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 

 1
p
L.p/; 2L.p/

;(3.5)
and c11 .L.p/; 2L.p//  P
 H .p/
L.p/
 B

 1 .L.p/; 2L.p// :(3.6)
P 3.5. – There exists ˇ > 1 such that: for all N > 1, for all p; p0 > pc
sufficiently close to pc (depending on N), and all  2 Œ N 1; N, one has
(3.7) P
 jH .p0/j
L.p0/2
 

 P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 ˇ

:
We first prove Lemma 3.4.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. – We only prove (3.3) and (3.5), since (3.4) and (3.6) follow in
similar ways.
(i) Let us consider   1. For the lower bound in (3.3), we note that
P
 jH .p/j  L.p/2  Pp Op
2
L.p/;
p
L.p/

;
which is at least e ˛1
p
, from the lower bound in (2.5) (and the FKG inequality).
Let us now turn to the upper bound in (3.3). If H .p/ has a volume at least L.p/2, then
@outH .p/, which is a white circuit surrounding 0, must contain one site at a distance at leastp

4
L.p/ from 0. This implies
P
 jH .p/j  L.p/2  PpA 1p8 L.p/;
p

4
L.p/

C Pp

O
p

8
L.p/;1

;
which is at most e ˛1
p
, using once again (2.5).
(ii) We now consider   1. The upper bound in (3.5) follows from the observation that
if jH .p/j  L.p/2, then the infinite black cluster intersects Bp
L.p/
, so
P
 jH .p/j  L.p/2  Pp A 1 pL.p/; 2L.p/:
For the lower bound in (3.5), we note that
P
 jH .p/j  L.p/2  Pp Op
4
L.p/;
p

2
L.p/

\ A 1
p

4
L.p/; 2L.p/

\ O L.p/; 2L.p/ \ A 1 L.p/;1
 Qc1Pp

A 1
p

4
L.p/; 2L.p/

Pp
 
A 1
 
L.p/;1
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for some universal constant Qc1 > 0 (using the FKG inequality, and then RSW (2.4)). We
know from (2.6) that there exists Qc2 > 0 such that Pp .A 1 .L.p/;1//  Qc2, which allows us
to conclude (with (2.8)).
These bounds can now be used to prove Proposition 3.5.
Proof of Proposition 3.5. – We first prove the following claim: there exist Qˇ > 1, and
0 < N1 < N2, such that for all  > 0 with  … . N1; N2/, for all p; p0 > pc sufficiently
close to pc (depending on ),
(3.8) P
 jH .p0/j
L.p0/2
 

 P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 Qˇ

:
For   1, applying successively the two bounds of (3.3) yields
(3.9) P
 jH .p0/j
L.p0/2
 

 e ˛1
p
 D e ˛2
˛1
˛2
p
  P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 ˛
2
1
˛22


;
which proves the claim for   N2, with N2 D 1 and Qˇ D ˛
2
1
˛2
2
. Let us now turn to small values
of . Using the lower bound provided by (3.5), we get: for x  1,
(3.10) P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
< x

 c11
r
x
2
L.p/; 2L.p/

 c1 Qc11
r
x
2
L.p0/; 2L.p0/

:
Here, we used (2.9) and the ratio-limit theorem (Lemma 2.6): we need L.p/ and L.p0/ to be
sufficiently large, i.e., p and p0 to be close enough to pc , depending on x. Using (2.10), the
right-hand side of (3.10) is at least c1 Qc1 Qc2Pp0

A 1
q
x
2
L.p0/; 2L.p0/

.Moreover, for " > 0
small enough,
c1 Qc1 Qc2Pp0

A 1
r
x
2
L.p0/; 2L.p0/

 Pp0
 
A 1
 p
"xL.p0/; 2L.p0/
  P jH .p0/j
L.p0/2
< "x

;
where the first inequality uses (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11), and the second one uses the upper
bound in (3.5). This gives the claim for   N1 D ", with Qˇ D 1" .
We now use the claim to prove the proposition itself. Let us define
i D
 N2
N1
!i 1
N1; i 2 Z
(so that i D Ni for i D 1; 2). Noting that for every i 2 Z, i … . N1; N2/, we deduce from the
claim that for all p; p0 > pc close enough to pc (depending on i ),
(3.11) P
 jH .p0/j
L.p0/2
 i

 P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 Qˇi

:
Moreover, the same conclusion holds for all p; p0 > pc close enough to pc (depending on N)
and all i 2 Z such that i 2
h N 1; N2N1 Ni simultaneously. Indeed, there are only finitely many
such values of i , since i ! 0 and C1 as i ! C1 and  1, respectively. Now, let us
consider  2 Œ N 1; N: there exists i 2 Z such that  2 Œi ; iC1, and for all p; p0 > pc close
enough to pc (depending on N),
P
 jH .p0/j
L.p0/2
 

 P
 jH .p0/j
L.p0/2
 iC1

 P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 QˇiC1

;
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l
bl
0
F 3.2. The inner and outer approximations of a domain ƒ: ƒint.l/ and
ƒext.l/ nƒint.l/ are in dark and light gray, respectively.
using   iC1, and then (3.11) (note that iC1 2
h N 1; N2N1 Ni). We can now write
P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 QˇiC1

D P
 jH .p/j
L.p/2
 QˇiC1



 P
 
jH .p/j
L.p/2
 Qˇ
N2
N1

!
;
which completes the proof of Proposition 3.5, with ˇ D Qˇ N2N1 .
3.2. Approximable domains
In this section, we introduce a regularity property for domains, which plays an important
role when studying successive (nested) frozen clusters, allowing one to describe the frozen
percolation process in an iterative manner. Roughly speaking, this property says that the
domain can be approximated by a union of small squares, and we first prove in Section 3.3
that it is satisfied by percolation holes. We then use it to establish a continuity property
for jH .p/j (Section 3.4). We explain later, in Section 4.1, that it helps to predict the volume
of the largest connected component.
Let us now give a formal definition. First, we need to introduce some notation. For every
l > 0, we consider a partition of the plane into squares of side length l , such that 0 is the
center of one of these squares:
C D
G
k1;k22Z
 
.k1l; k2l/C bl

;
with bl D
  l
2
; l
2
2
. These squares are called l-blocks. Each l-block has four neighbors, and
this notion of adjacency gives rise to connected components of l-blocks.
For a connected domain ƒ  C, we introduce the following inner and outer approxima-
tions by l-blocks (see Figure 3.2).
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l
εl
Λ
Λ(ε)
F 3.3. This figure depicts a union of l-blocks ƒ, and its ."l/-shrinking
ƒl
."/
D ƒ."/.
– Weconsider the collection of l-blockswhich are entirely contained inƒ. These l-blocks
can be grouped into connected components, and we denote by ƒint.l/ the union of all
l-blocks in the connected component of bl . By convention, we take ƒint.l/ D ; if bl is
not contained in ƒ.
– We denote by ƒext.l/ the union of all l-blocks that intersect ƒ.
D 3.6. – Let ƒ  C be a bounded and simply connected domain. For l > 0 and
 2 .0; 1/, we say that ƒ is .l; /-approximable if
(i) bl  ƒ,
(ii) and
ˇˇ
ƒext.l/ nƒint.l/ ˇˇ < jƒj.
Clearly, ƒint.l/  ƒ  ƒext.l/, so this property implies in particular that
jƒint.l/j > .1   /jƒj and jƒext.l/j < .1C /jƒj:
We also define the t -shrinking of a domain ƒ (for t > 0) as
(3.12)
˚
z W d.z;C nƒ/  t 	;
where d is the distance induced by the1 norm onC. In other words, it is the complement of
the t -neighborhood (for the distance d ) of C n ƒ. This notion is used in the particular case
whenƒ is a union of l-blocks, as depicted on Figure 3.3. In such a situation, for " 2 .0; 1/, we
denote by ƒl
."/
the ."l/-shrinking of ƒ. The value of l is most often clear from the context,
in which case we drop the superscript for notational convenience. For future use, let us note
that for all " 2 .0; 1
4
/ (and uniformly in l),
(3.13) .1   4"/jƒj  jƒl."/j  jƒj:
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3.3. Approximability of H .p/
We now prove that for ˛ small enough, with high probability, H .p/ can be approximated
by using squares of side length ˛L.p/.
L 3.7. – For all ";  > 0, there exist ı D ı."/ > 0 and ˛ D ˛."; / > 0 such that: for
all p 2 .pc ; pc C ı/,
(3.14) P
 
H .p/ is .˛L.p/; /-approximable

> 1   ":
Proof of Lemma 3.7. – Let us fix " > 0. First, we can deduce from Lemma 3.3 the
existence of Qı > 0 and 0 < c1 < c2 such that: for all p 2 .pc ; pc C Qı/,
(3.15) P
 
Bc1L.p/  H .p/  Bc2L.p/
  1   "
4
:
In what follows, we consider p 2 .pc ; pc C Qı/, and we assume that the event in (3.15),
that we denote by A, holds. We also take some small ˛ > 0, explaining later how to
choose it appropriately. We want to derive upper bounds on the volume of H .p/ext.˛L.p// n
H .p/int.˛L.p//, which is a union of .˛L.p//-blocks. By definition of the inner and outer
approximations, it can be decomposed as
H .p/ext.˛L.p// n H .p/int.˛L.p// D ƒ1 [ƒ2;
whereƒ1 is the union of blocks that intersect @outH .p/, andƒ2 is the union of blocks which
are entirely contained in H .p/, but not connected to b˛L.p/ inside H .p/.
To handle ƒ1, note that each block b D z C b˛L.p/ in ƒ1 is connected to z C @Bc1L.p/
by three arms: two white arms and one black arm (see Remark 3.2, and use that
Bc1L.p/  H .p/). Denoting  D .wwb/, this has a probability
Pp .A  .˛L.p/; c1L.p/// 

˛L.p/
c1L.p/

D

˛
c1

;
for some  > 0 (using (2.12)). Using that on the event A, there are at most

2c2L.p/
˛L.p/
2
possible choices for a block in ƒ1, we deduce
(3.16) Ep
jƒ1j1A  c3 2c2L.p/
˛L.p/
2 
˛
c1

.˛L.p//2 D c4˛L.p/2:
As toƒ2, it follows from a max-flow min-cut argument, and the fact that H .p/ is simply
connected, that for every v 2 ƒ2, there is a (not necessarily unique) .˛L.p//-block B such
that every path in H .p/ from v to 0 intersects QB WD B˛L.p/.zB/, where zB denotes the center
ofB. In otherwords, v is separated from 0 (and so, on the eventA, from thewhole setBc1L.p/)
by the box QB. With some abuse of terminology, we say that “B separates v from 0”.
We now point out some geometric consequences of the fact that B separates v from 0.
Let us denote by l the distance from z to v. First, it is clear that QB must intersect @outH .p/.
Also, we can construct a path as follows, starting with a path 0 from v to 0 in H .p/. We
know that if we remove QB, v and 0 end up in different connected components of H .p/. In
the component of 0, we extend 0 from 0 to some point which is on the boundary of that
component at a distance at least c1L.p/ from z, and in the component of v, we extend 0
from v to some point on the boundary of that component at a distance at least l from z.
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0
z
x
y
BαL(p)(z)
Bc1L(p)
∞
v pi
Bl(z)
F 3.4. In order to obtain an upper bound on Ep
jƒ2j1A, we use that
around a well-chosen .˛L.p//-block, there exist locally six arms: four white arms,
and two black ones.
Let  denote the resulting path (see Figure 3.4). We can then fix two vertices x and y
in @ QB \ @outH .p/ which are on different sides of  .
By Remark 3.2, there exist three arms (with colors  D .wwb/) starting from neighbors
of x, and reaching distance min.l; c1L.p// from z. Note that these arms lie on the same
side of  . Similarly, there are also three such arms from neighbors of y, and these arms lie
on the opposite side of  (compared to the previous arms): we have thus six arms (with
colors Q D .wwbwwb/) in the annulus A˛L.p/;min.l;c1L.p//.z/. Using again Remark 3.2,
we also know that there exist three arms (with colors  ) from neighbors of x to distance
max.l; c1L.p// from z, and the last part of these arms, from distance min.l; c1L.p// on, is
clearly disjoint from the six arms mentioned earlier. Hence, we get that for given vertex v and
.˛L.p//-block B,
P.A; v 2H .p/; B separates v from 0/
 Pp .A Q .˛L.p/;min.l; c1L.p////Pp .A  .min.l; c1L.p//;max.l; c1L.p//// ;(3.17)
where l D d.v; zB/.
We then use (3.17) to derive an upper bound on Ep
jƒ2j1A. It is convenient to first rule
out the case when v andB are far apart: we introduce QA WD fthere exist an .˛L.p//-blockB,
and a vertex v with d.v; zB/  c1L.p/, such that B separates v from 0gc . By (3.17), we have
P.A \ QAc/  c5

2c2L.p/
˛L.p/
2
Pp .A Q .˛L.p/; c1L.p/// ;
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where

2c2L.p/
˛L.p/
2
counts the possible choices for B. Using (2.15), we obtain
P.A \ QAc/  c6
c2
˛
2  ˛
c1
2Cı
D c7˛ı ;
which can be made  "
4
by taking ˛ sufficiently small.
Now, we can write
Ep
jƒ2j1A\ QA X
B
X
v s.t.
d.v;zB /c1L.p/
Pp.B separates v from 0/;
where the first sum is over all .˛L.p//-blocks B  Bc2L.p/. Using again (3.17), we obtain
Ep
jƒ2j1A\ QA  c8 c2˛ 2 c1=˛X
rD0
X
v s.t. d.v;zB / in
Œr˛L.p/;.rC1/˛L.p//
Pp.B separates v from 0/
 c9
c2
˛
20@˛2L.p/2  ˛
c1

C
c1=˛X
rD1
r˛2L.p/2
 ˛
r˛
2Cı r˛
c1
1A
 c10˛L.p/2
 
1C
1X
rD1
r 1 ıC
!
:
Since we may choose  < ı in the beginning, without loss of generality, we obtain
(3.18) Ep
jƒ2j1A\ QA  c11˛L.p/2:
Finally, we can write
Pp
 jH .p/ext.˛L.p// n H .p/int.˛L.p//j  jH .p/j
 Pp
 
A \ QA \ fjƒ1j C jƒ2j  jH .p/jg
C Pp .A \ QA/c
 Pp
 
A \ QA \ fjƒ1j C jƒ2j  .2c1/2L.p/2g
C "
2
:(3.19)
ApplyingMarkov’s inequality to the probability in the right-hand side of (3.19) (using (3.16)
and (3.18)) shows that this probability is at most .c4 C c11/˛.4c21/ 1. By taking ˛ suffi-
ciently small, this last quantity is smaller than "
2
, which completes the proof of Lemma 3.7.
3.4. Continuity property for H .p/
We now establish a continuity property for the volume of H .p/, based on the approxima-
bility property.
L 3.8. – For all " > 0, there exist ˛; ı > 0 such that: for all p; p0 2 .pc ; pcC ı/ with
p < p0 and L.p/
L.p0/ < 1C ı, one has with probability > 1   ",
(i) H .p/ is .˛L.p/; "/-approximable
(ii) and .H .p/int.˛L.p///."/  H .p0/  H .p/.
This lemma implies directly the following continuity result for jH .p/j.
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∞v
w
0
∂H(p′)
∂H(p)
p′-black
p-black
p-white
p-white
F 3.5. The four arm configuration appearing in the proof of Lemma 3.8.
C 3.9. – For all " > 0, there exists ı > 0 such that: for all p; p0 2 .pc ; pc C ı/
with p < p0 and L.p/
L.p0/ < 1C ı, one has
(3.20) P
 jH .p/j
jH .p0/j < 1C "

> 1   ":
Proof of Corollary 3.9 from Lemma 3.8. – For any " > 0, let us assume that properties (i)
and (ii) from Lemma 3.8 are satisfied for some ˛; p; p0. Using successively (ii) and (3.13), we
obtain
jH .p0/j  ˇˇ.H .p/int.˛L.p///."/ ˇˇ  .1   4"/ˇˇH .p/int.˛L.p// ˇˇ:
From the .˛L.p/; "/-approximability of H .p/ (property (i)), we can then deduce
jH .p0/j  .1   4"/.1   "/jH .p/j;
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.8. – Step 1. We first show that every vertex on @outH .p0/ is close
to @outH .p/. We establish the following claim: for all ";  > 0, there exists ı > 0 such that:
for all p; p0 2 .pc ; pc C ı/ with p < p0 and L.p/L.p0/ < 1C ı, one has
(3.21) P
 9v 2 @outH .p0/ with d.v; @inH .p//  L.p/ < ":
Let us fix " > 0. It is enough to prove the claim for all  smaller than some value (depending
on "). Hence, we may assume (using the a-priori bounds provided by Lemma 3.3) that
 satisfies: for all p close enough to pc ,
(3.22) P
 
BL.p/  H .p/  B 1L.p/

> 1   "
2
:
Now, suppose there is a vertex v 2 @outH .p0/ with d.v; @inH .p//  L.p/. It follows from
the definition of H .p0/ that there exists an infinite p0-black path starting from a neighbor
of v. Since H .p0/  H .p/, this path intersects the circuit @outH .p/, and we call w the first
such intersection point, which is thus p0-black and p-white.
If we now assume that the event in (3.22) holds, we can find four arms starting from
neighbors of w (see Figure 3.5) to w C @BL.p/: two p0-black arms (using the infinite
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path starting from v), and two p-white ones (following @outH .p/ in two directions). For
each vertex w, these two properties (being p0-black and p-white, and having four arms to
distance L.p/) have a probability  c1.p0   p/4.L.p// (using (2.10)). Since there are at
most c2. 1L.p//2 choices for w, we deduce (combined with (3.22)) that
P
 9v 2 @outH .p0/ with d.v; @inH .p//  L.p/
<
"
2
C c3 2L.p/2.p0   p/4.L.p//
<
"
2
C c4 2.4.L.p/; L.p/// 1 p
0   p
p   pc

L.p/2.p   pc/4.L.p//

(using (2.9)). We know that  2.4.L.p/; L.p/// 1  c5 4 (using (2.13)), and
L.p/2.p   pc/4.L.p//  1 (see (2.17)), so the desired probability is < " for p0 pp pc
small enough (depending on ), i.e., L.p/
L.p0/ sufficiently close to 1 (using now Lemma 2.19).
Step 2.We now complete the proof. Let us fix " > 0. It follows from Step 1 and Lemma 3.7
that we can find ˛; ı > 0 small enough such that: for all p; p0 2 .pc ; pcC ı/ with p < p0 and
L.p/
L.p0/ < 1C ı, one has
(i) B˛
2L.p/
 H .p0/,
(ii) for all v 2 @outH .p0/, d.v; @inH .p// < "˛L.p/,
(iii) and H .p/ is .˛L.p/; "/-approximable
with probability > 1   ". It then suffices to observe that
.H .p/int.˛L.p///."/  H .p0/
follows from properties (i) and (ii). First, H .p/int.˛L.p// is a connected component
of .˛L.p//-blocks, and it is easy to convince oneself that its ."˛L.p//-shrinking is connected
as well (as in the example of Figure 3.3), e.g., by induction (we may assume that " < 1
2
). We
know from (i) that the block b˛L.p/ is in H .p/int.˛L.p//, and that it is contained in H .p0/,
so it is surrounded by the circuit @outH .p0/. Hence, this circuit either completely surrounds
the connected set .H .p/int.˛L.p///."/, in which case the desired conclusion follows, or
it intersects .H .p/int.˛L.p///."/. But this second possibility cannot occur, since a vertex
v 2 @outH .p0/ \ .H .p/int.˛L.p///."/ would satisfy
d.v; @inH .p//  d.v; .H .p/int.˛L.p///c/  "˛L.p/
(by definition of the shrinking), which contradicts (ii). This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.8.
4. Volume estimates for independent percolation
4.1. Largest clusters in an approximable domain
In order to study volume-frozen percolation, we need estimates on the volume of the
largest black cluster inside a connected subset ƒ  T (typically, these estimates are used
in the case when ƒ is a hole left by earlier freezing events). More precisely, we can look at
the configuration for independent percolation in such a ƒ, at time p: among all the black
connected components, we denote by Cmaxƒ .p/ the one with largest volume. There may be
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several such components, butwe can just choose one of themaccording to some deterministic
rule.
Several properties of CmaxBn .p/were established in [12], in particular that it has a volume
jBnj.p/ if n L.p/.We now explain how to extend this property tomore general domains.
The approximability property turns out to play an important role here.
L 4.1. – For all " > 0 and C  1, there exists  > 0 such that: for all p > pc , all n
with L.p/
n
< , and all sets ƒ of one of the two types
– ƒ D . Qƒ/.ˇ/, whereˇ 2 Œ0; 13  and Qƒ is a connected component of C n-blocks containing
bn,
– or ƒ is an .n; "
2
/-approximable set with Bn  ƒ  BCn,
the following three properties are satisfied, with probability > 1   ":
(i) the largest p-black cluster in ƒ, i.e., Cmaxƒ .p/, satisfiesˇˇˇˇ j Cmaxƒ .p/j
.p/jƒj   1
ˇˇˇˇ
< ";
(ii) this cluster contains a circuit in An
8 ;
n
4
which is connected to1 by a p-black path,
(iii) and all other p-black clusters in ƒ have a volume at most ".p/jƒj.
Note that property (ii) ensures that the hole around the origin in Cmaxƒ .p/ coincides
with H .p/.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. – We can follow essentially the proofs of [12]. For the convenience
of the reader, we explain in Appendix A.2 which adaptations are needed in our particular
setting.
We now define stopping sets. They play the role of stopping times in our situation,
allowing us to study iteratively the frozen percolation process.
D 4.2. – Consider a countable set S, and a process X D .X.s//s2S indexed
byS. A random subset S  S is called a stopping set forX if it satisfies the following property:
for all S  S; fS D Sg 2 .X.s/ W s 2 S n S/:
Stopping sets can be seen as a generalization of stopping times. When studying percola-
tion, the following stopping set is often used. IfA is an annulus, and C is the outermost black
circuit in A, then the set int. C / of vertices inside it, i.e., in the finite connected component
of T n C , is a stopping set (if such a circuit does not exist, we simply take int. C / D ;).
For a simply connected domain ƒ, the following stopping set turns out to be very useful
in our proofs. We consider the percolation process with parameter p in ƒ, and we look at
the set Cƒ.p/ of all black vertices inside ƒ which are connected to @inƒ: if we remove this
set, together with its outer boundary (which consists of white sites) and @inƒ, we obtain as
a “hole of the origin” the set
(4.1) H .ƒ/.p/ WD connected component of 0 in T n .@inƒ [ Cƒ.p/ [ @out Cƒ.p//;
which we takeD ; if 0 belongs to Cƒ.p/[@out Cƒ.p/. Note that H .ƒ/.p/ is a stopping set if
ƒ is given, or ifƒ itself is a stopping set. This property of “explorability from outside”makes
it a useful substitute of H .p/.
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R 4.3. – Let us observe that there exists ˛ > 0 with the following property: for all
p > pc and   1, for all simply connected domains ƒ,
(4.2) BL.p/  ƒ H) P
 
H .ƒ/.p/ D H .p/  1   e ˛:
Indeed, we note that H .p/  BL.p/ implies the existence of a p-black circuit inBL.p/ which
surrounds 0, and which is connected to1. In particular, if BL.p/  ƒ, this circuit is contained
in ƒ, and it is connected to its boundary, so that H .ƒ/.p/ and H .p/ coincide in this case.
Finally, Lemma 3.3 (i) implies that for some ˛ > 0,
P
 
H .p/  BL.p/
  1   e ˛:
We use this remark later to apply Lemma 4.1 in holes H .p/ created by the infinite cluster,
which allows us to analyze successive frozen clusters.
4.2. Tail estimates and moment bounds
We first mention a tail estimate on
ˇˇ
Cmaxƒ
ˇˇ
, which follows easily from a result in [12].
L 4.4. – There exist universal constants c1; c2; X > 0 such that for all p > pc ,
n  L.p/, and x  X ,
(4.3) Pp
 ˇˇ
CmaxBn
ˇˇ  xn2.p/  c1e c2x n2L.p/2 :
Proof of Lemma 4.4. – It follows from Proposition 4.3 (iii) in [12] that for all p > pc ,
n  L.p/ and x  0,
Pp
 ˇˇ
CmaxBn
ˇˇ  xn2.p/  c01 n2L.p/2 e c02x n2L.p/2Cc03 n2L.p/2
(in that result, we have s.L.p// D .2L.p//21.L.p//  L.p/2.p/, using (2.16)). Hence, if
we take X > 0 so that  c02X C c03 D   c
0
2
2
X , we obtain: for all x  X ,
Pp
 ˇˇ
CmaxBn
ˇˇ  xn2.p/  c01 n2L.p/2 e  c
0
2
2 x
n2
L.p/2 ;
which is  c04e 
c0
2
4 x
n2
L.p/2 for some universal constant c04 large enough.
We now derive moment bounds for the random variables
(4.4) Vn.z/ WD
ˇˇfv 2 Bn.z/ W v  ! @B2n.z/gˇˇ
(when z D 0, we simply write Vn).
L 4.5. – There exists a universal constant C > 0 such that for all p > pc and
n  L.p/,
(4.5) for all m  1; Ep

.Vn/m
  mŠ Cn2.p/m:
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Proof of Lemma 4.5. – It follows from Lemma 4.2 in [12] (with d D 2, and using also
that 1.L.p//  .p/, from (2.16)) that for all p > pc ,
(4.6) for all m  1; Ep

.VL.p//m
  mŠ C 0L.p/2.p/m;
where C 0 > 0 is a universal constant. For n  L.p/, we can cover Bn with k D
˙
n
L.p/
2 
4 n
2
L.p/2
(possibly overlapping) boxes of the form zi C BL.p/  Bn (1  i  k). We clearly
have Vn PkiD1 VL.p/.zi /, and Minkowski’s inequality implies that for all m  1,
Ep

.Vn/m
  Ep" kX
iD1
VL.p/.zi /
m#
 kmEp

.VL.p//m

;
since each VL.p/.zi /
.d/D VL.p/. Combined with (4.6), this yields the desired result.
These bounds are used in Section 7, in combination with the following form of Bernstein’s
inequality.
L 4.6. – Let .Xi /1in .n  1/ be independent real-valued random variables, satis-
fying: for all 1  i  n,
EŒXi  D 0 and E
jXi jm  mŠMm 2 2i
2
for all m  2;
for someM > 0 and .i /1in. Then for all y  0,
(4.7) P
ˇˇˇˇ nX
iD1
Xi
ˇˇˇˇ
 y

 2e  12
y2
2CMy ; where 2 D
nX
iD1
2i :
Proof of Lemma 4.6. – This follows from an application of Markov’s inequality to
the random variable e
Pn
iD1Xi , for a well-chosen value of the parameter  > 0 (here,
 D y
2CMy ). We refer the reader to the proof of (7) in [3] for more details.
Finally, we state a consequence of Lemma 4.5, which is needed in Section 4.3.
L 4.7. – There exists a constant c0 > 0 satisfying the following property. For all
" > 0, there exists X  1 (depending only on ") such that for all p > pc and n  XL.p/,
Pp
 
Vn  c0n2.p/
  1   ":
Proof of Lemma 4.7. – Let us consider n D xL.p/, with x  1. If we denote
E1 WD N
 pxL.p/
8
; 2n

(recall Definition 2.1 for nets), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that
Pp.E1/  1   c1

2n  8p
xL.p/
2
e c2
p
xL.p/
8L.p/ D 1   c3xe c4
p
x ;
which is  1   "
2
for all x  X1 D X1."/.
Now, let us consider k D  n
3
p
xL.p/
˘2  c1x disjoint boxes of the form zi C B2pxL.p/ 
Bn (1  i  k). In each of them, we have (since Pp.0  ! @Bn/  .p/ for n  L.p/, by
(2.7))
EpŒVpxL.p/.zi /  xL.p/2.p/;
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and using Lemma 4.5 with m D 2,
EpŒ.VpxL.p/.zi //2  c2.xL.p/2.p//2:
We can thus deduce from a second-moment argument that
Pp.VpxL.p/.zi /  c3xL.p/2.p//  c3;
for some universal constant c3 > 0 small enough. If we call
E2 WD
nˇˇ˚
1  i  k W VpxL.p/.zi /  c3xL.p/2.p/
	ˇˇ  c3
2
k
o
;
then Pp.E2/  1  "2 for all x  X2 D X2."/ (using that the k  c1x boxes are disjoint). We
observe
Vn  1E1
 X
1ik
VpxL.p/.zi /

;
so on the eventE1\E2 (which occurs with probability 1 " if x  max.X1; X2/), we have
Vn 

c3
2
c1x

  c3xL.p/2.p/ D c7n2.p/:
4.3. Nice circuits
In Section 7, when we explain how to relate the full-plane process to the process in finite
domains, the following quantity plays an important role. Recall that for a circuit C , we denote
by int. C / the set of vertices inside it. We introduce
X Cp WD
ˇˇ
I C .p/
ˇˇ
; where I C .p/ WD fv 2 int. C / W v p ! Cg:
We can obtain good estimates on this quantity when C is well-behaved, which occurs with
high probability if C is obtained as the outermost black circuit CoutA in an annulus A. Before
stating precise results, Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 below, we introduce a notation for quantiles.
D 4.8. – For a real-valued random variable X and " 2 .0; 1/, we denote
byQ
"
.X/ andQ".X/ the (resp.) lower and upper "-quantiles of X , defined as
Q
"
.X/ WD inffx 2 R W P.X  x/  "g(4.8)
and Q".X/ WD supfx 2 R W P.X  x/  "g(4.9)
(so that P.X < Q
"
.X//  " and P.X > Q".X//  ").
D 4.9. – For p > pc and C > 0, we say that a circuit C is .p; C /-nice if
fp. C /  Cm2.p/, where m D diam. C / and
fp. C / WD
dlog2L.p/e 1X
iD1
ˇˇfv 2 int. C / W 2i 1  d.v; C / < 2igˇˇ  1.2i 1/:
L 4.10. – For all " > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 (depending only on ") such
that: for all p > pc and n  L.p/,
Pp

C outAn=2;n exists and is not .p; C /-nice

 ":
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Proof of Lemma 4.10. – We denote by E0 the event that there exists a p-black circuit
in A D An=2;n, and by C D CoutA the outermost such circuit when it exists (otherwise, C D ;
by convention). We have
E

fp. C /
 D dlog2L.p/e 1X
iD1
E
hˇˇfv 2 int. C / W 2i 1  d.v; C / < 2igˇˇi  1.2i 1/;
and if v is within a distance 2i < L.p/ from C , then there exist two black arms in the
annulus A2i ;L.p/.v/ (coming from the black circuit C ). Hence, if we denote 2 D bw ,
(4.10) E

fp. C /
  C 01n2 dlog2L.p/e 1X
iD1
2.2
i ; L.p//1.2
i 1/
(using (2.10)). We have 1.L.p//  1.2i /1.2i ; L.p// (from quasi-multiplicativity (2.9)),
and 1.2i /  1.2i 1/ (from (2.8)), so
(4.11) E

fp. C /
  C 02n21.L.p// dlog2L.p/e 1X
iD1
2.2
i ; L.p//
1.2i ; L.p//
:
Since 1.L.p//  .p/ (from (2.16)), and
2.2
i ; L.p//
1.2i ; L.p//


2i
L.p/

for some  > 0 (this follows from the BK inequality, and the a-priori bound (2.11)), we finally
obtain
(4.12) E

fp. C /
  C 03n2.p/:
It then follows from Markov’s inequality that there exists a constant C 04 D C 04."/ such that
for all p > pc and n  L.p/,
P
 
fp. C /  C 04n2.p/
  ":
L 4.11. – For all " > 0 and C > 0, there exist constants c; c > 0 and Y  1
(depending only on " and C) such that the following property holds. For all p > pc and
n  YL.p/, every finiteZ  V.T/, every collection . C z/z2Z of .p; C /-nice circuits with disjoint
interiors (int. C z/ \ int. C z0/ D ; for all z ¤ z0), and such that C z  An=2;n.z/, we have: for
all p0  p,
cjZjn2.p0/  Q
"
 X
z2Z
X C
z
p0
!
 Q"
 X
z2Z
X C
z
p0
!
 cjZjn2.p0/:
Proof of Lemma 4.11. – By Lemma 4.7, there exists a universal constant c0 > 0 and
Y D Y."/  1 such that for all p0 > pc and n  YL.p0/,
Pp0
 
Vn  c0n2.p0/
  1   "
2
:
In the remainder of this proof, we consider p0  p, so that in particular,L.p0/  L.p/. Since
X C
z  Vn=2.z/ for every z 2 Z (from the definition (4.4) of V), we have: for all n  2YL.p/,
P
 
X C
z
p0  c0n2.p0/
  1   "
2
:
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Since the random variables .X C
z
p0 /z2Z are independent (the circuits have disjoint interiors),
we deduce the existence of c D c."/ such that
P
 X
z2Z
X C
z
p0  cjZjn2.p0/
!
> 1   "
(by distinguishing the two cases jZj small, and jZj large enough). This finally implies
Q
"
 X
z2Z
X C
z
p0
!
 cjZjn2.p0/:
In order to estimate the upper quantile of
P
z2Z X C
z
p0 , let us fix some z 2 Z, and write
C D C z . We subdivide the vertices in int. C / according to their distance to C : if we denote
imax WD dlog2L.p/e and i 0max WD dlog2L.p0/e, we have
E

X Cp0
  i 0max 1X
iD1
ˇˇfv 2 int. C / W 2i 1  d.v; C / < 2igˇˇ  Pp0.0 ! @B2i 1/
C C2n2Pp0.0 ! @B2i0max 1/;
for some universal constant C2 > 0. Using that Pp0.0  ! @B2i 1/  1.2i 1/ (by (2.10))
and Pp0.0 ! @B2i0max 1/  Pp0.0 ! @BL.p0//  .p0/ (by (2.8) and (2.7)), we obtain
E

X Cp0
  C3 i 0max 1X
iD1
ˇˇfv 2 int. C / W 2i 1  d.v; C / < 2igˇˇ  1.2i 1/C C4n2.p0/
 C3fp. C /C C4n2.p0/:(4.13)
For the last inequality, we replaced i 0max by imax in the summation, which we can do since
L.p0/  L.p/. Using that fp. C /  C.2n/2.p/ (since C is .p; C /-nice), we deduce from
(4.13) that E

X Cp0
  C5n2..p/C .p0//  C6n2.p0/. Hence,
E
"X
z2Z
X C
z
p0
#
 C6jZjn2.p0/:
An application of Markov’s inequality now completes the proof of Lemma 4.11.
5. Deconcentration argument
5.1. Frozen percolation: notations
We now go back to frozen percolation. Recall from Section 1.1 that P.G/N refers to volume-
frozen percolation with parameter N  1 on a graph G D .V;E/. The set of frozen sites at
time p is denoted by F .G/.p/, and we simply write F .p/ when G is clear from the context.
Let us also stress that .v/v2V.T/ provides a natural coupling of the processes on various
subgraphs of T.
In a similar way as for the hole H .p/ in C1.p/ (Definition 3.1), we define the hole of the
origin in the frozen percolation process, replacing C1.p/ by the set of frozen sites at time p.
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D 5.1. – For a subgraphG ofT, we denote by H .G/.p/ the connected component
of the origin in G n .F .p/ [ @out F .p// (and we take H .G/.p/ D ; if 0 belongs to
F .p/ [ @out F .p/).
By analogy, H .G/.p/ is also called hole of the origin, in the frozen percolation process.
5.2. Exceptional scales
Heuristically, for ordinary percolation in a box with volume ' K2, Lemma 4.1 implies
that for p > pc , a giant connected component arises, with volume ' .p/K2 (and all the
other components are tiny). Hence, for volume-frozen percolation in this box, we expect
the first freezing event to occur at a time p such that .p/K2 ' N , i.e., (with c as in
Proposition 2.8)
c1.L.p//K
2 ' N:
This freezing event then leaves holes with diameter of order L.p/, so that L.p/ can be seen
as the next scale in the process.
This informal explanation leads us to define  N .K/ WD K 0 via the equation c1.K 0/K2 ' N .
More precisely, for all N  1 and K large enough (so that cK2 > N ), we introduce
(5.1)  N .K/ WD supfK 0 W c1.K 0/K2  N g:
We also use   1N .K 0/ WD inffK W  N .K/  K 0g.
We can now define inductively the sequence of exceptional scales .mk.N //k0 by:m0 D 1,
and for all k  0,
(5.2) mkC1.N / D   1N .mk.N //:
It follows easily from the definitions and the monotonicity of 1 that
(5.3) mkC1 D
&
N
c1.mk/
1=2'
;
and that .mk.N //k0 is non-decreasing for every fixed N  1. Note also that
m1.N /  c0
p
N as N !1, for some constant c0 > 0.
By using Lemma 2.5, we can see that each mk follows a power law: mk.N / D N ıkCo.1/
as N !1, where the sequence of exponents .ık/k0 satisfies
(5.4) ı0 D 0; and ıkC1 D 1
2
C 5
96
ık .k  0/:
Note that this sequence is strictly increasing, and that it converges to ı1 D 4891 .
It is natural to introduce the (approximate) fixed point of  N :
(5.5) m1.N / WD supfm W c1.m/m2  N g
(note that if we consider critical percolation in a box of volume m2, the quantity 1.m/m2
gives the order of magnitude for the volume of the largest connected components).
Lemma 2.5 implies that m1.N / D N ı1Co.1/ as N ! 1, where ı1 D 4891 is the expo-
nent found below (5.4). The following observation is useful later.
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L 5.2. – There exist universal constants c;  > 0 such that: for all N  1, all
K  m1.N /,
(5.6)
 N .K/
K
 c

K
m1

:
Proof of Lemma 5.2. – We know from the definitions of  N .K/ (5.1) and m1 (5.5) that
c1. N .K//K
2  N  c1.m1/m21, so
(5.7)
1.K/
1. N .K//
D c1.K/K
2
c1. N .K//K2
 c1.K/K
2
c1.m1/m21
:
It follows from (2.11) that
1.K/
1. N .K//
 c1

 N .K/
K
1=2
(5.8)
and
c1.K/K
2
c1.m1/m21
 c2

K
m1
3=2
(5.9)
for some c1; c2 > 0. The desired result then follows by combining (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9).
This lemma implies that if Qm.N/  m1.N / as N ! 1, then  N . Qm/  Qm. It holds in
particular for Qm D mk (k  0), since mk.N / D N ıkCo.1/, with ık < ı1.
R 5.3. – Although our definition of exceptional scales and the one in [9] (call it
.m0
k
.N //k0) differ slightly, they are equivalent in the following sense: for every k  1,
mk.N /  m0k.N / as N ! 1. In particular, the results from [9] mentioned below also apply
with this modified definition.
Finally, we define the corresponding times qk D qk.N / by:
(5.10) L.qk/ D mk ; with qk 2 .pc ; 1/ .k 2 N [ f1g/
(recall thatL is continuous and strictly decreasing on .pc ; 1/, see the end of Section 2.1). Our
analysis focuses on the time window Œq1; q1, q1 being roughly the time when the last frozen
clusters may appear.
Let us now recall the main results from [9] about the scales .mk/k1, showing that they
indeed play a particular role. The first theorem corresponds to the case when one starts with
a box of side length of order mk , for some fixed k  1.
T 5.4 ([9], Theorem 1). – Let k  2 be fixed. For every C  1, every function
Qm.N/ that satisfies
(5.11) C 1mk.N /  Qm.N/  Cmk.N /
for N large enough, we have
(5.12) lim inf
N!1 P
.B Qm.N//
N .0 is frozen at time 1/ > 0:
The second theorem deals with the case when one starts far from the exceptional scales.
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T 5.5 ([9], Theorem 2). – For every integer k  0 and every " > 0, there exists a
constant C D C.k; "/  1 such that: for every function Qm.N/ that satisfies
(5.13) Cmk.N /  Qm.N/  C 1mkC1.N /
for N large enough, we have
(5.14) lim sup
N!1
P.B Qm.N//N .0 is frozen at time 1/  ":
These two results were proved by induction, and for that, we established in [9] some slightly
stronger versions that we now state. For a circuit  , we denote by D./  T the domain that
it encloses. For any 0 < n1 < n2, we introduce
– N .n1; n2/ D ffor every circuit  inAn1;n2 , for the process in D./with parameterN ,
0 is frozen at time 1g,
– and QN .n1; n2/ D fthere exists a circuit  in An1;n2 such that for the process in D./
with parameter N , 0 is frozen at time 1g.
Here, we use the natural coupling for the frozen percolation processes in various subgraphs
of T.
P 5.6 ([9], Proposition 2). – For any k  2, and 0 < C1 < C2, we have
(5.15) lim inf
N!1 P.N .C1mk.N /; C2mk.N /// > 0:
This result also holds for k D 1 under the extra condition that C1 > C0, where C0 > 0 is a
universal constant.
P 5.7 ([9], Proposition 3). – Let k  0, " > 0, and 0 < C1 < C2. Then there
exists a constant C D C.k; "; C1; C2/ such that: for every function Qm.N/ that satisfies
(5.16) Cmk.N /  C1 Qm.N/  C2 Qm.N/  C 1mkC1.N /
for N large enough, we have
(5.17) lim sup
N!1
P. QN .C1 Qm.N/; C2 Qm.N///  ":
For future use, let us note that Proposition 5.7 can be formulated in the following way,
which may look stronger at first sight. For all k  0, " > 0, and 0 < C1 < C2, there exist C
and N0 such that: for all N  N0 and all Qm with Cmk.N /  C1 Qm  C2 Qm  C 1mkC1.N /,
we have
P. QN .C1 Qm;C2 Qm//  ":
R 5.8. – Although we are not using it later, we mention that with small adjustments
to the proofs of Propositions 5.6 and 5.7, we can also get some information on the size of the
final cluster C1.0/ of the origin. For any 0 < n1 < n2 andM  1, let us introduce
– .M/N .n1; n2/ D ffor every circuit  inAn1;n2 , for the process in D./with parameterN ,
j C1.0/j …
 
M; N
M
g,
– and Q.M/N .n1; n2/ D fthere exists a circuit  in An1;n2 such that for the process in D./
with parameter N , j C1.0/j …
 
M; N
M
g.
We can then distinguish the same two cases as before.
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– For all k  2, " > 0, and 0 < C1 < C2, there existsM > 1 such that:
lim inf
N!1 P.
.M/
N .C1mk.N /; C2mk.N ///  1   ":
Moreover, we can also show that each of the three cases j C1.0/j  M ( C1.0/ is
microscopic), j C1.0/j 2

N
M
; N / (macroscopic and non-frozen), and j C1.0/j  N
(macroscopic and frozen) has a probability bounded away from 0 as N !1.
– For all k  0, " > 0, 0 < C1 < C2, and M > 1, there exists a constant
C D C.k; "; C1; C2;M/ such that: for every function Qm.N/ that satisfies
(5.18) Cmk.N /  C1 Qm.N/  C2 Qm.N/  C 1mkC1.N /
for N large enough, we have
(5.19) lim sup
N!1
P. Q.M/N .C1 Qm.N/; C2 Qm.N///  ":
5.3. Some processes associated with frozen percolation
We now present several random sequences related to frozen percolation in a simply
connected, bounded domain ƒ  T. For all p > pc , we denote by volp the distribution
of jH.p/j
L.p/2
. In the following definitions, some value of the parameter N  1 is fixed. Recall
that c is the constant in Proposition 2.8, and that  N is defined in (5.1).
(i) First, we can consider the sequence of successive holes around 0 for the frozen perco-
lation process in ƒ.
 We start with ƒ0 D ƒ.
 Given ƒi (i D 0; : : : ; k   1), piC1 is the time of the first freezing event for the
frozen percolation process in ƒi ,
 and ƒiC1 D H .ƒi /.piC1/ (see Definition 5.1).
(ii) Given an initial value K > 0, we define the (deterministic) sequence .Ki /0ik by:
K0 D K; and KiC1 D  N .Ki / .i D 0; : : : ; k   1/:
Later,K typically depends on N . We think of theKi ’s as reference scales, at which the
successive freezing events occur, as explained in Section 5.2.
(iii) Following the same heuristic explanation as in the beginning of Section 5.2, we
expect the first freezing event in a domain ƒ to occur at a time p such that
c1.L.p
//jƒj ' N ' c1. N .K//K2, and so (using (2.7)) L.p/ N .K/ '
 
K2
jƒj
 48=5
.
Moreover, we expect the frozen percolation hole created in this way to look like
H .ƒ
/
.p/ ' H .p/ (see (4.1) and Remark 4.3). This leads us to introduce the
following sequences of (random) sets .ƒi /0ik and (random) times .pi /1ik .
We expect them to approximate the real process in ƒ, which we prove rigorously in
Section 6.
 We start with ƒ0 D ƒ, and some value K0 > 0 (typically, K0 is chosen later of
the same order of magnitude as diam.ƒ/).
 Given ƒi (i D 0; : : : ; k   1), piC1 is defined by
(5.20)
L.piC1/
KiC1
D
 jƒi j
K2i
48=5
;
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 and then, we take ƒiC1 D H .piC1/.
(iv) We also introduce the chain .pi /1ik , defined by taking ƒ0 D ƒ and
L.piC1/
KiC1
D
 jƒi j
K2i
48=5
(as for .pi /1ik), but ƒiC1 D H .ƒ

i
/
.piC1/.
(v) Finally, we use a slight modification of the chain .pi /1ik . The right-hand side of
(5.20) is clearly equal to
  jƒ
i
j
L.p
i
/2
48=5 L.p
i
/
Ki
96=5
, which suggests to define a chain
. Qpi /0ik by
(5.21)
L. QpiC1/
KiC1
D Q˛48=5i

L. Qpi /
Ki
96=5
;
where Q˛ i is a fresh random variable with distribution volQpi (in other words, given Qpi ,Q˛ i is independent of the “past”).
This last chain . Qpi /0ik is exactly a Markov chain, which makes it more convenient to
work with. In particular, we start by proving deconcentration for this chain, in Section 5.5,
based on an abstract result established in Section 5.4. Moreover, it is easy to see that it
behaves, essentially, in the same way as .pi /0ik and .pi /0ik , as we explain now.
We denote by dTV the total variation distance between two distributions, and with a
slight abuse of notation, we also talk about the total variation distance between two random
variables X and Y (defined as the distance between their respective distributions).
In the following lemma, the chain .L. Qpi // starts at step i D 1, with the value L. Qp1/ D
L.p1 / (D L.p1 /), which by definition (5.20) is a deterministic function of ƒ0 .
L 5.9. – For all k  1, " > 0, and c2 > c1 > 0, there existM0; N0  1 such that:
for all N  N0, K0 2 ŒmkC1.N /;m1.N /=M0, and ƒ0 D ƒ0 with Bc1K0  ƒ0  Bc2K0 ,
we have
dTV
 
L.pk/; L. Qpk/
  " and dTV  L.pk /; L. Qpk/  ":
Proof of Lemma 5.9. – Lemma 5.2 ensures that by choosing M0 large enough, we are
in a position to use Remark 4.3 repeatedly: for each i D 0; : : : ; k   1, if ƒi D ƒi ,
then piC1 D piC1 (from the definition) and Remark 4.3 implies that for N large enough,
ƒiC1 D ƒiC1 with probability at least 1   "2k . We deduce
(5.22) P
 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg; pi D pi and ƒi D ƒi   1   "2 :
We can then compare .pi /1ik and . Qpi /1ik by using the fact that the .ƒi / are stopping
sets, which allows us to successively “refresh” the configuration inside them. Using again
Remark 4.3, we get that for N large enough,
dTV .p

iC1; QpiC1/  dTV .pi ; Qpi /C
"
2k
for all 0  i  k   1. Combined with (5.22), this yields the desired result.
The chain .pi /1ik was defined as a natural introduction to .pi /1ik and . Qpi /1ik ,
but we are not using it in our proofs, and it will not be mentioned in the rest of the paper.
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5.4. “Abstract” deconcentration result
We now establish a general result that provides deconcentration for functions of indepen-
dent random variables: we give a simple sufficient condition on such functions to ensure that
they are spread out, i.e., that they cannot be concentrated on small intervals. This lemma is
instrumental in the proofs of our main results, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Let us mention that for sums of independent random variables, a result due to Le Cam
can be applied (see [30], and (B) in [18]). This deconcentration result is used in [6], to show
that for two-dimensional critical percolation in a box, there exist macroscopic gaps between
the sizes of the largest clusters. In some cases, it is even possible to obtain CLT-type results
by uncovering a renewal structure. In particular, McLeish’s CLT for martingale differences
[32] is used in [24] (for “critical” first-passage percolation in two dimensions—the proofs
also apply for the maximal number of disjoint open circuits surrounding the origin in 2D
percolation at criticality), [42] (for the number of open clusters in a box with side length n,
for bond percolation on Zd ) and [41] (for winding angles of arms in 2D critical percolation).
CLT-type results are also obtained in [15] for 2D invasion percolation, based on mixing
properties. However, none of these techniques seems to be directly applicable in our setting.
We first introduce some notations.We usen D f0; 1gn, and for! 2 n and 1  i  n, we
denote by !.i/ (resp. !.i/) the configuration that coincides with ! except possibly at index i ,
where it is equal to 1 (resp. 0). We also write j!j D jfi 2 f1; : : : ; ng W !i D 1gj.
Let us consider a family of independent Bernoulli-distributed random variables .Yi /i1,
with corresponding parameters ri 2 .0; 1/ (i.e., for each i , P.Yi D 1/ D ri and
P.Yi D 0/ D 1   ri ), and a sequence of functions fn W n ! R. For 1  i  n and
! 2 n, we denote rifn.!/ D fn.!.i//   fn.!.i//.
L 5.10. – Assume that there exists " > 0 such that ri 2 ."; 1   "/ for all i  1, and
that for all n  1, fn satisfies
(5.23) for all 1  i  n and ! 2 n, rifn.!/  1:
Then there exists a constant c D c."/ 2 .0;1/ such that, for all n  1 and every interval
I  R,
P.fn.Y1; : : : ; Yn/ 2 I /  c
n1=2
.jI j C 1/;
where we denote by jI j the length of I .
R 5.11. – Note that this result provides an upper bound on the Lévy concentration
function of the random variable X D fn.Y1; : : : ; Yn/, defined by
QX ./ WD sup
x2R
P.X 2 Œx; x C /:
The proof of Lemma 5.10 is based on the following construction.
L 5.12. – Let n  1, and denote ! D .Y1; : : : ; Yn/. One can construct a sequence
Q!Œ0 D .0; : : : ; 0/; Q!Œ1; : : : ; Q!Œn D .1; : : : ; 1/ such that
– for every i 2 f0; : : : ; n   1g, Q!ŒiC1 can be obtained from Q!Œi by switching exactly one
coordinate from 0 to 1 (so that for each i , j Q!Œij D i),
– for every i 2 f0; : : : ; ng, Q!Œi has the same distribution as ! conditioned on j!j D i .
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Proof of Lemma 5.12. – As we explained, Lemma 5.10 is used in Section 5.5 to show
deconcentration for the chain .L. Qpi //0ik , and for this application, we only need the case
where ri D 12 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.
When all the parameters .ri /1in are equal, the construction of . Q!Œi/0in is straightfor-
ward: indeed, given Q!Œi, we can produce Q!ŒiC1 by considering the n i coordinates which are
equal to 0, choose one of them uniformly at random and switch it to 1. In this paper, we do
not need the general case, which seems to be trickier. Nevertheless, since we find Lemma 5.10
interesting in itself, we provide a proof of Lemma 5.12 in Appendix A.3.
Proof of Lemma 5.10. – We use the coupling provided by Lemma 5.12: for every interval
I  R,
P.fn.!/ 2 I / D
nX
iD0
P.fn.!/ 2 I j j!j D i/P.j!j D i/ D
nX
iD0
P.fn. Q!Œi/ 2 I /P.j!j D i/:
We now use that P.j!j D i/  c
n1=2
, where c D c."/ <1 depends only on ", and obtain
P.fn.!/ 2 I /  c
n1=2
nX
iD0
QE 1fn. Q!Œi/2I  D cn1=2 QE
"
nX
iD0
1fn. Q!Œi/2I
#
:
Finally, we use that
Pn
iD0 1fn. Q!Œi/2I  jI j C 1, from our assumption on fn.
5.5. Deconcentration for L. Qpk/ and L.pk /
We now obtain deconcentration for the Markov chain .L. Qpi //0ik by applying the
abstract result from the previous section, Lemma 5.10.
P 5.13. – For all " > 0,  > 1, and c2 > c1 > 0, there exists k0  1 such
that the following holds. For all k  k0, there exists N0  1 such that: for all N  N0,
K0  mkC1.N /, and Qp0 with c1K0  L. Qp0/  c2K0,
(5.24) sup
y>0
P
 
L. Qpk/ 2 .y; y/

< ":
Proof of Proposition 5.13. – Let us consider " > 0 and  > 1, and take k  1 (we explain
later how to choose it). First, note that by iterating the definition (5.21) of . Qpi /0ik , we
obtain
(5.25)
L. Qpk/
Kk
D

L. Qp0/
K0
2ı0

k 1Y
iD0
Q˛ ıii ; where ıi D
1
2
96
5
k i
:
In order to use Lemma 5.10, we describe the process .L. Qpi //0ik in terms of i.i.d.
random variables .Ui /0ik 1 uniformly distributed on the interval .0; 1/, as we explain now.
For p > pc and u 2 .0; 1/, we introduce the lower u-quantile
q.p; u/ WD Q
u
 jH .p/j
L.p/2

(recall Definition 4.8). It follows from (4.8) that if U is a random variable uniform on .0; 1/,
then q.p; U / has distribution volp , so that in the definition (5.21) of . Qpi /0ik , we can use
the representation
(5.26) Q˛ i D q. Qpi ; Ui / .0  i  k   1/:
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Note that Q˛ i is thus a function of U0; : : : ; Ui .
From the upper bounds in (3.3) and (3.5), we can find C large enough (depending on k)
such that if U is uniformly distributed on .0; 1/, we have: for all p > pc ,
(5.27) P
 
q.p; U / … ŒC 1; C   "
10k
:
In particular, for all p > pc and u 2
 
"
10k
; 1   "
10k

, q.p; u/ 2 ŒC 1; C . We thus introduce
the event
(5.28) G1 WD
n
8i 2 f0; : : : ; k   1g; Ui 2
 "
10k
; 1   "
10k
o
;
which satisfies P.G1/  1  "5 . We can also takeN large enough so that if the eventG1 holds
(which we assume from now on), then the . Qpi /0ik are sufficiently close to pc to allow us to
apply Proposition 3.5 (with N D C ) to each of them (here, we are using (5.25), the hypothesis
K0  mkC1.N /, andKk D  .k/N .K0/). In particular, this implies that in (5.26), the combined
effect ofU0; : : : ; Ui 1 on Q˛ i (through Qpi ) is not very large: amultiplicative factor betweenˇ 1
and ˇ, where ˇ is as in Proposition 3.5.
We now make the following key observation. For some given U0; : : : ; Uk 1, let us assume
that we change exactly one of them, say Ui (in such a way that G1 still holds), so that
(i) Q˛ i is multiplied by a factor at least 2ˇ.
Note that
(ii) Q˛0; : : : ; Q˛ i 1 are not affected (indeed, they depend only on U0; : : : ; Ui 1),
(iii) and Q˛ iC1; : : : ; Q˛k 1 are each changed by a factor between ˇ 1 and ˇ (using the prop-
erty mentioned in the paragraph below (5.28)).
Since the exponent ıi of Q˛ i in (5.25) satisfies (for i  k   2)
(5.29)
ıiPk 1
jDiC1 ıj
 1P1
jD1. 596 /j
D 91
5
;
these three properties together imply that L. Qpk/ gets multiplied by a factor at least
2ıi  248=5.
We use this observation to apply Lemma 5.10, as follows. First, we can choose ı > 0 small
enough so that for all p > pc ,
q.p; 1   ı/  2ˇ  q

p;
1
2

(using the lower bound in (3.3)). We also introduce a modification of .Ui /0ik 1: for
i 2 f0; : : : ; k   1g,
QUi WD
8<:Ui   12 if Ui  1   ı;Ui otherwise.
Note that in order to prove our result, we can condition on . QUi /0ik 1, and prove that
deconcentration holds in this case.
We can take k large enough so that with probability at least "
5
, the number l of indices
i 2 f0; : : : ; k   1g such that QUi 2
 
1
2
  ı; 1
2

(i.e., Ui 2
 
1
2
  ı; 1
2
 [ .1   ı; 1/) is at least
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ık: let us call G2 this event, and assume that it occurs. We can list the corresponding indices
as i1; : : : ; il . We then define, for all j 2 f1; : : : ; lg,
Yj WD
8<: 1 if Uij  1   ı (so that Uij D QUij C 12 );0 otherwise (in this case, Uij D QUij ):
Since we assumed . QUi /0ik 1 to be given, (5.25) allows us to see L. Qpk/ as a function
g.Y1; : : : ; Yl /, and the .Yj /1jl are independent Bernoulli(12 ) distributed. We are thus in
a position to apply Lemma 5.10, to the function
f .Y1; : : : ; Yl / WD lng.Y1; : : : ; Yl /
(note that the assertion below (5.29) ensures: for all j 2 f1; : : : lg,rjf  ln.248=5/ > 1), and
we obtain
P
 
g.Y1; : : : ; Yl / 2 .y; y/
 D P f .Y1; : : : ; Yl / 2 .lny; lny C ln/  c
l1=2
.lnC 1/;
where c is a universal constant. We deduce, using l  ık: for all y 2 R,
P
 
L. Qpk/ 2 .y; y/
  c
.ık/1=2
.lnC 1/C P.Gc1/C P.Gc2/ 
c
.ık/1=2
.lnC 1/C "
5
C "
5
;
which is smaller than " for k large enough. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.13.
By combining Proposition 5.13 with Lemma 5.9, we can deduce immediately a deconcen-
tration result for L.p
k
/, which is used in the next section (and we can now forget about the
chain . Qpi /0ik).
C 5.14. – For all " > 0,  > 1, and c2 > c1 > 0, there exists k0  1 such that
the following property holds. For all k  k0, there existM0; N0  1 such that: for allN  N0,
K0 2 ŒmkC1.N /;m1.N /=M0, and ƒ0 with Bc1K0  ƒ0  Bc2K0 ,
(5.30) sup
y>0
P
 
L.pk / 2 .y; y/

< ":
6. Frozen percolation in finite boxes
6.1. Iteration lemma
We establish now an iteration lemma for frozen percolation, that allows us to compare
the real frozen percolation process to the chain .pi /, for which we proved deconcentration
in Section 5.5.
Before stating the lemma, we need to introduce some terminology. Let us consider n  1,
and a partition f1; : : : ; ng D I tJ tK. A function f W x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ 2 Rn 7! f .x/ 2 R is
said to be small when .xj /j2J are small and .xk/k2K are large if: for all " > 0, all .xi /i2I , there
exists C > 1 such that whenever all j 2 J satisfy xj < C 1 and all k 2 K satisfy xk > C ,
one has f .x/ < ".
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L 6.1. – Let l  3, N  1, K 2 Œm2.N /;ml .N /, c2 > c1 > ˛ > 0,
 > 0, and ˇ 2 .0; 1
10
/. Further, let  be a simply connected .˛K; /-approximable set, with
Bc1K    Bc2K . Let 0 < c1;new < c2;new, and Knew WD  N .K/ (with  N as defined in
(5.1)). Then there exist ˛new > 0, new > 0 (small ifN is large), ˇnew > 0 (small if ˇ and  are
small, andN is large), a simply connected stopping setnew, and " > 0 (small if ; c1;new; ˇ are
small, andN; c2;new are large), such thatwith probability> 1 ", each of the following properties
holds.
(i) new is .˛newKnew; new/-approximable, and
Bc1;newKnew  new  Bc2;newKnew :
(ii) For every simply connectedƒ with .int.˛K//.ˇ/  ƒ  , the first freezing event for the
frozen percolation process in ƒ leaves a hole ƒnew around 0 that satisfies
.int.˛newKnew/new /.ˇnew/  ƒnew  new:
(iii) For each ƒ with .int.˛K//.ˇ/  ƒ  , if we define p by
(6.1)
L.p/
Knew
D
 jƒj
K2
48=5
;
then ƒnew WD H .ƒ
/
.p/ (recall the definition in (4.1)) satisfies
.int.˛newKnew/new /.ˇnew/  ƒnew  new:
Proof of Lemma 6.1. – (i) Let us consider l; N;K; c1; c2; ˛; ; ˇ and as in the statement,
and recall that Knew was defined by
(6.2) cK
21.Knew/ ' N;
where c is the constant appearing in Proposition 2.8. Let " > 0, and consider some ı > 0
(it will become clear later how to take ı sufficiently small). Let us define p  and pC by
jj  .p / D N.1   ı/;(6.3)
and ˇˇ
.int.˛K//.ˇ/
ˇˇ  .pC/ D N.1C ı/:(6.4)
We first make a few observations on some of the scales involved.
– Since jj  K2 and .p /  1.L.p //, it follows from the definitions of Knew (6.2)
and p  (6.3) that 1.Knew/  1.L.p //, and so
(6.5) L.p /  Knew:
– The assumption that K  ml .N / implies (using Lemma 5.2) that
(6.6) Knew D  N .K/ K as N !1:
Now we start with the proof proper. From the definitions of p  and pC ((6.3) and (6.4)),
we have
(6.7)
.p /
.pC/
D 1   ı
1C ı 
ˇˇ
.int.˛K//.ˇ/
ˇˇ
jj 
1   ı
1C ı  .1   4ˇ/.1   /;
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using (3.13) and the .˛K; /-approximability of. An inequality in the other direction comes
from Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.7:
(6.8)
.p /
.pC/
 .1C ı/ 1.L.p
 //
1.L.pC//
 .1C ı/2

L.p /
L.pC/
 5=48
ifN is large enough so that p  and pC are sufficiently close to pc . Combining (6.7) with (6.8)
then gives
(6.9) 1  L.p
 /
L.pC/


1   ı
.1C ı/3 .1   4ˇ/.1   /
 48=5
:
For any given ˇ0; 0 > 0, Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 imply (using (6.9)) that if ı; ˇ;  are
sufficiently small, and N is sufficiently large, there exists ˛0 > 0 such that: with proba-
bility > 1   ",
(6.10) H .p / is .˛0L.p /; 0/-approximable
(in particular, it contains the block b˛0L.p /), and
(6.11) .H .p /int.˛
0L.p //
/.ˇ 0/  H .pC/:
Now, we consider the set
(6.12) new WD H ./.p /;
which is a stopping set.Moreover, since (as observed in (6.5) and (6.6))L.p /  Knew  K,
(6.13) H ./.p / D H .p /
with probability > 1   ".
The a-priori bounds from Lemma 3.3 imply the existence of 0 < c3 < c4 such that: for N
large enough,
(6.14) Bc3Knew  H .p /  Bc4Knew
with probability > 1   " (using (6.5)). Further, (6.10) implies that H .p / is
.˛newKnew; 
0/-approximable, with ˛new D ˛0L.p /Knew . Also, note that ˛new  ˛0 (using
again (6.5)).
Hence, by (6.10), (6.12), (6.13) and (6.14), our choice ofnew satisfies the desired proper-
ties in (i) (with probability > 1  3"), if we choose ˛new as indicated, ˇnew D ˇ0, c1;new D c3,
c2;new D c4, and new D 0.
(ii) We proceed with property (ii). From now on, we take " < ı
1Cı (the reason will
become clear soon). In the remainder of this proof, wewrite.int/ for .int.˛K//.ˇ/. Since is
.˛K; /-approximable, we can apply Lemma 4.1 (taking  sufficiently small andN sufficiently
large, so that L.p
 /
˛K
is sufficiently small, as required by that lemma). This gives that, with
probability > 1   ", each of the properties (1)-(6) below occurs.
(1) j Cmax .p /j < .1C"/.p /jj D .1C"/.1 ı/N < N , where the equality comes from
the definition (6.3), and the last inequality comes from the choice of ".
(2) Similarly, j Cmax
.int/
.p /j > 3
4
N .
(3) Cmax
.int/
.p / contains a p -black circuit in A 1
8˛K;
1
4˛K
which is connected to 1 by a
p -black path.
(4) j Cmax .pC/j < 54N .
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(5) j Cmax
.int/
.pC/j > .1 "/.1Cı/N > N , by using the definition (6.4), and again the choice
of ".
(6) The second-largest pC-black cluster in  has volume < N
4
.
We now claim the following (deterministic) fact: properties (1)-(6) imply together that, for
every p0 2 Œp ; pC and every 0 with .int/  0  ,
(7) Cmax0 .p0/  Cmax.int/.p /;
(8) and the second-largest p0-black cluster in 0 has volume < 3
4
N .
Let us first prove the claim. Since0  .int/ and p0  p , it is clear that either (7) holds, or:
the two clusters in (7) are disjoint and (by (2)) both larger than 3
4
N . However, the latter leads
to violation of (6) (if at time pC they are still disjoint) or violation of (4) (if by time pC they
have merged). This proves (7), and practically the same argument gives (8), which proves the
claim.
We now go back to the proof of Lemma 6.1, and we considerƒ as in the statement of (ii).
Let also Qp be the first freezing time for the frozen percolation process in ƒ, and let QC be the
corresponding cluster that freezes. From the claim above, we get
QC D Cmaxƒ . Qp/  Cmax.int/.p /:
In particular, QC contains the p -black circuit mentioned in (3). Hence, since ƒnew is by
definition the hole of the origin in QC ,
ƒnew  H .p / D H ./.p / D new
(using (6.13), and then (6.12)), i.e., we have obtained the second inclusion in (ii).
Now we handle the first inclusion in (ii). Since the above-mentioned p -black circuit is
also a pC-black circuit contained in C1.pC/, we have that QC contains a pC-black circuit
(around 0) in C1.pC/. Hence, since Qp < pC (and ƒnew is the hole of 0 in QC ),
(6.15) ƒnew  H .pC/  .H .p /int.˛0L.p ///.ˇ 0/ D .newint.˛newKnew//.ˇnew/
(where the second inclusion comes from (6.11), and we use (6.13) and (6.12) for the equality,
as well as the definitions of ˛new, ˇnew and Knew). This completes the argument for (ii).
(iii) Let us consider ƒ as in the statement. We pointed out earlier that with high prob-
ability (> 1   "),
new D H ./.p / D H .p /
(by (6.12) and (6.13)), and for the same reason, we have, with high probability,
H .ƒ
/
.p/ D H .p/:
By this and the second inclusion in (6.15), it suffices to prove that p  < p < pC.
It follows fromProposition 2.8 that1.L.p // <
 
1C ı
2

.c /
 1.p / forN large enough.
We then obtain from the definitions of Knew (6.2) and p  (6.3) that
1.L.p
 //
1.Knew/
<

1   ı
2

K2
jj :
This implies, with Lemma 2.7, that
(6.16)
L.p /
Knew
>

1   ı
4

K2
jj
 48=5
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for N large enough, which yields
(6.17)
L.p /
Knew
>
 jj
K2
48=5

 jƒj
K2
48=5
D L.p
/
Knew
(using (6.1)). Hence, p  < p.
In a similar way, we can get from the definitions of Knew (6.2) and pC (6.4), combined
with Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.7, that
(6.18)
L.pC/
Knew
<
 
j.int.˛K//.ˇ/j
K2
!48=5

 jƒj
K2
48=5
D L.p
/
Knew
;
and so pC > p, which completes the proof of (iii).
6.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section, we establish Theorem 1.2.We actually prove the result below, which clearly
implies Theorem 1.2, and is used later (in Section 7) to study the full-plane process and to
prove Theorem 1.1.
T 6.2. – For all " > 0, there exists D ."/ > 0 such that: for all c2 > c1 > ˛ > 0,
there exists k0  1 such that for all k  k0, the following property holds. For all sufficiently
largeN , allK 2 .mkC2.N /;mkC5.N //, and all simply connected .˛K; /-approximable setsƒ
with Bc1K  ƒ  Bc2K , we have
P.ƒ/N .0 is frozen at time 1/ < ":
Proof of Theorem 6.2. – Let ƒ and K be as in the statement, and let 0 D ƒ0 D ƒ0 D ƒ.
Let us consider the various random sequences associated with the domain ƒ and the initial
scale K0 D K, as explained in Section 5.3.
– .ƒi /0ik is the sequence of successive holes around 0 for the frozen percolation
process in ƒ, with .pi /0ik the corresponding freezing times.
– .Ki /0ik is a deterministic sequence of scales.
– .ƒi /0ik and .pi /0ik are two sequences of random sets and random times,
respectively, that are used to approximate the real process (i.e., the ƒi ’s and the pi ’s).
– .i /0ik is obtained by successively applying Lemma 6.1. It is used (see below) to
show that the ƒi indeed approximate the real process.
For the remainder of the proof, it is important to note that although theƒi ’s (i  1) are not
stopping sets, the i ’s are.
Lemma 3.3 implies the existence of a constant c > 1 such that
(6.19) P

Bc 1L.p
k
/  ƒk  BcL.pk /

> 1   ":
The deconcentration result for L.p
k
/ (Corollary 5.14) implies the following. For every
 > 1, we can find k0 large enough so that: for all k  k0, for all N sufficiently large
(depending on k), with probability > 1   ",
(6.20) L.pk / 2 I  WD
 
m1.N /;m6.N /
 n  6[
iD1
 
 1mi .N /; mi .N /

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(i.e., L.p
k
/ is between m1.N / and m6.N /, but at least a factor  different from each of
the exceptional scalesm1.N /;m2.N /; : : : ; m6.N /). Together with (6.19), this implies (for the
same k, and for all N large enough):
(6.21) P
 9L 2 I  such that Bc 1L  ƒk  BcL > 1   ":
By applying Lemma 6.1 k times iteratively (which we can do since after each application,
we obtain a new set  which is a stopping set: we can thus condition on it, and treat it as a
deterministic set), we get that with high probability ƒk and ƒk are contained in, and close
to,k . Combining this with (6.21), we conclude that fork the analog of (6.21) holds, with
1   ",  and c replaced by 1   2", 
2
and 2c, respectively.
We are now in a position to use the results from [9] about the behavior of frozen perco-
lation in finite boxes, recalled in Section 5.2. More precisely, using again that k is a stop-
ping set, and recalling that w.h.p. ƒk is contained in, and close to, k , we can apply Propo-
sition 5.7 (see also the reformulated version, just below it), corresponding to the case when
we start between two consecutive exceptional scales mi and miC1 (with 1  i  5) but far
away from both. Indeed, c is a universal constant, and we can take  as large as we want.
This completes the proof.
7. Full-plane process
In order to obtain Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 6.2, we have to show that, informally
speaking, the hole around 0 in the full-plane process satisfies (at some suitable random time)
the conditions on the domainsƒ in Theorem 6.2. To do this (see Proposition 7.2 below) turns
out to be far from obvious: almost all of this section is dedicated to this.
7.1. Connection with approximable domains
The following notation is used repeatedly in this section. For N  1 and p 2 .pc ; 1 with
L.p/  pN , we set bp D bp.p;N / 2 .pc ; 1 to be the solution of
(7.1) L.p/2.bp/ D N;
and we extend this notation recursively by setting bp1 D bp, and bpk D .̂bpk 1/.
As we explained in the beginning of Section 5.2, we expect bp to be roughly the time
when the first frozen cluster appears for the frozen percolation process in BL.p/. Note that
Lemma 5.2 can be rephrased in the following way (with qk as defined in (5.10)).
L 7.1. – There exist constants c; ˛ > 0 such that: for all N  1 and p 2 .q1; q1,
L.p/
L.bp/  c

m1
L.p/
˛
:
For later use, we also note that there exist constants Qc; Q˛ > 0 such that: for all p > q1 for
which bbp is well-defined, we have
(7.2)
L.bp/
L.bbp/  Qc

L.p/
L.bp/
 Q˛
:
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Indeed, we can write
L.p/
L.bp/
2
D .
bbp/
.bp/  c11.L.bbp//1.L.bp//  c2 1.L.bbp/;L.bp// 1  c3

L.bp/
L.bbp/
˛0
;
using successively (7.1), (2.16), (2.9) and (2.11).
P 7.2. – For all ";  > 0, there exist c2 > c1 > ˛ > 0,M0 > 0 and N0  1
such that: for allN  N0 and p 2 .pc ; q3.N // withL.p/  m1.N /=M0, there exists a simply
connected stopping setƒ# such that with probability at least 1  ", the following two properties
hold.
(i) ƒ# D H .T/.p#/ for some p# 2 .p;bbbp/.
(ii) ƒ# is .˛L.p#/; /-approximable, and Bc1L.p#/  ƒ#  Bc2L.p#/.
Before proving this result in Section 7.3, we explain how to combine it with Theorem 6.2
and obtain Theorem 1.1.
7.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 from Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 6.2
Proof of Theorem 1.1. – Let us consider some " > 0 arbitrary, and  D ."/ > 0
associated with it by Theorem 6.2. For this choice of " and , Proposition 7.2 then produces
c2 > c1 > ˛ > 0,M0 > 0 and N0  1. We know from Theorem 6.2 that for these specific
values ˛, c1 and c2, we can find k  1 and N1  N0 large enough such that: for all N  N1,
allK 2 .mkC2.N /;mkC5.N //, and all simply connected .˛K; /-approximable stopping sets
ƒ with Bc1K  ƒ  Bc2K , we have
(7.3) P.ƒ/N .0 is frozen at time 1/ < ":
In particular, for p D qkC5.N /, we have L.p/  m1.N /=M0 for all N  N2 (for some
N2  N1 large enough), so Proposition 7.2 provides us with ƒ# and p# which satisfy, with
probability > 1   ":
(i) ƒ# D H .T/.p#/,
(ii) K D L.p#/ 2 .mkC2.N /;mkC5.N // (since p# 2 .p;bbbp/),
(iii) and ƒ# is a simply connected .˛K; /-approximable stopping set, with Bc1K  ƒ  Bc2K .
Now, takeN  N2. For each pair .ƒ#; K/ satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii), we have from (7.3) that
P.ƒ
#/
N .0 is frozen at time 1/ < ";
which we can then use for the full-plane process, since ƒ# D H .T/.p#/. We thus obtain
P.T/N .0 is frozen at time 1/ < 2";
completing the proof.
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7.3. Proof of Proposition 7.2
Proof of Proposition 7.2. – Let us consider some " 2 .0; 1/. We also consider some large
constantM > 0, that we specify later, and p > pc such that L.p/  m1=M . We use this
control over L.p/
m1 only via Lemma 7.1, which implies that the ratio L.p/=L.bp/ can be made
arbitrarily large by choosingM large enough.
By (2.11), we can set  D ."/ 2 .0; 1/ small enough so that: for all p > pc ,
(7.4) P .E.p//  1   "
100
;
where E.p/ WD ˚ O.L.p/; L.p// \ O.2L.p/; L.p// holds at time p	.
Step 1. Let us fix some large K  1 (we explain later how to choose it). We first prove
that “soon” after time p (we have to wait for at most one freezing), we can find a time p at
which the hole of the origin is large compared to the correlation length L.p/ at that time.
Intuitively, if we take q1 < q2 so that q2 is before bq1, but not “much” before, then a frozen
circuit surrounding the origin cannot emerge close to both times q1 and q2. This implies that
at time q1 or q2, the hole of the origin is large compared to the correlation length. In this step
and the next one, we turn this intuition into a precise proof.
We first introduce the outermost p-black circuit C inA2L.p/;L.p/, taking C D @B2L.p/
if such a circuit does not exist. Let p0 be the first time that a vertex on C freezes for the
modified frozen percolation process in T where clusters still freeze as soon as they reach
volume  N , unless they are included in int. C /, in which case they keep growing as long
as they do not contain a vertex of C (i.e., the clusters which are strictly inside C are allowed
to grow after they reach volume N , until they intersect C ). Let us stress that this modified
process is used only here (and not later in the proof). We use it to ensure that p0 has the right
measurability property.
We define the (deterministic) times p1 and p2 by
(7.5) L.p1/ D L.p/1=3L.bp/2=3 and L.p2/ D L.p/1=6L.bp/5=6:
Note that they satisfy p < p1 < p2 < bp (since L.bp/ < L.p/). In a similar way, we also
introduce, for ˇ D 1
2 Q˛ > 0 (where Q˛ is the universal constant from (7.2)), the times p3 and
p4 such that
(7.6) L.p3/ D L.bp/1 ˇL.bbp/ˇ and L.p4/ D L.bp/1 2ˇL.bbp/2ˇ ;
which satisfy bp < p3 < p4 < bbp. For the convenience of the reader, we summarize on
Figure 7.1 the different scales that we use.
We now considerƒ D H .int C/.p0/, where int. C / D C[int. C /. We distinguish two cases,
depending on whether p0  p1 or p0 > p1.
– Case a: if p0  p1, we take p D p2.
– Case b: if p0 > p1, we take p D p4.
In this way, we have produced a pair .p; ƒ/ such that ƒ is a stopping set: we can thus
condition on it, and treat it as a deterministic set.
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0
L(p) L(p̂)
L(p1) L(p2)
L(p4)L(p3)
L(̂̂p)
mesh of net
F 7.1. This figure presents, in a schematic way, the various scales involved
in the proof of Proposition 7.2 (Steps 1 and 2).
Step 2. We now prove that there exist M and N large enough such that with proba-
bility  1   "
10
, the following three properties hold (recall that M was introduced in the
beginning of the proof, so that L.p/  m1=M ).
(i) BKL.p/  ƒ,
(ii) ƒ D H .T/.p/,
(iii) and ƒ \ F .p/ D ; (i.e., ƒ does not contain any frozen cluster at time p).
Let us stress that in property (ii) above, the notation H .T/ refers to the original frozen
percolation process (not the modified one).
First, let us note that
Pp2
ˇˇ
CmaxBL.p/
ˇˇ  N D Pp2 ˇˇ CmaxBL.p/ ˇˇ  xL.p/2.p2/ ;
with
x D N
L.p/2.p2/
D .bp/
.p2/
 c1 1.L.bp//
1.L.p2//
 c2

L.p/
L.bp/
˛=6
;
for some universal ˛ > 0 (using successively the definition of bp (7.1), (2.16), (2.11), and the
definition of p2 (7.5)). By Lemma 7.1, this last lower bound can be made arbitrarily large by
choosingM large enough, so there exist constantsM1 D M1."/ and N1 D N1."/ such that:
for allM M1 and N  N1, x is large enough so that we can apply (4.3), and obtain
(7.7) Pp2
ˇˇ
CmaxBL.p/
ˇˇ  N  c3e c4L.p/L.bp/ ˛=6  "
100
:
We now assume that the event E1 WD fj CmaxBL.p/.p2/j < N g occurs.
Let us assume that E2 WD E.p/ also holds, which has a probability at least 1  "100 (using
(7.4)). In particular, it implies that C exists. We claim that at time p, neither C nor anything
inside it is frozen, with high probability. For that, let us set
E3 WD
˚
F .p/ \ int. C / D ;	:
Note that C is “protected” by the p-white circuit in AL.p/;L.p/ from frozen clusters outside
it: we thus have
PN .E2 \Ec3/  Pp
ˇˇ
CmaxBL.p/
ˇˇ  N  "
100
(using (7.7), since p < p2).
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It follows that PN .E2 \E3/  1  2  "100 : we now assume that this event holds, so that in
particular p0 > p, and we examine the two cases introduced earlier.
– Case a: p < p0  p1 and p D p2. First, we have
(7.8) 2L.p/ > L.p1/ > L.p1/ > KL.p2/
for all M  M2 D M2.";K/ and N  N2 D N2.";K/ (using again Lemma 7.1,
and (7.5)). Since we assumed that E1 occurs, no cluster with volume  N emerges
before time p2 in int. C /. Hence, C freezes at time p0 in the frozen percolation process
(which coincides with the modified process). Moreover, let us assume that the event
E4 WD E.p1/ occurs (note that from (7.4), P.E4/  1  "100 ). Since p0  p1, the white
circuit in AL.p1/;L.p1/ (from the definition of E4) is also present at time p
0. Hence,
no vertex in BL.p1/ can freeze at time p
0, and the freezing at time p0 leaves a hole
H .T/.p0/  BL.p/ in which no cluster with volume  N emerges before time p2. This
implies that
H .T/.p2/ D H .T/.p0/ D ƒ  BL.p1/
on the intersection of the events above. Using (7.8), we obtain that
PN .BKL.p/ * H
.T/
.p/; p0  p1/  4  "
100
for all M  max.M1;M2/ and N  max.N1; N2/. We have thus checked properties
(i), (ii) and (iii) in this case.
– Case b: p0 > p1 and p D p4. In this case, we use the intermediate scale
 D L.p/1=2L.bp/1=2
(which, intuitively, corresponds to a time strictly between p and p1), and the event
E5 WD Np1.=4;L.p//
(recall Definition 2.1 for nets). We know from Lemma 2.2 that
P.E5/  1   C1

L.p/
=4
2
e
 C2 =4L.p1/  1   C3L.p/
L.bp/e C4 L.p/L.bp/1=6 ;
for some universal constantsCi > 0 (1  i  4). Hence (using Lemma 7.1 once again),
there exist M3 D M3."/ and N3 D N3."/ such that: for all M  M3 and N  N3,
P.E5/  1   "100 . In particular, it follows that with a probability  1   "100 , there
exists a p1-black net inside int. C /which is connected to C , and which leaves holes with
diameter  . Let us denote by E6 the event that there exists such a net, and that in
the time interval .p1; p4 a cluster with volume  N emerges which is not connected
to C . Because of the existence of a net at time p1, any such cluster has to appear in one
of the k  C5
 
L.p/

2
holes, each having a diameter  . We deduce
P.E6/  C5
L.p/

2
Pp4
 ˇˇ
CmaxB
ˇˇ  N  ;
which is  "
100
for allM  M4 and N  N4: indeed, we can proceed as for (7.7), as
we explain now. For that, we write
Pp4
 ˇˇ
CmaxB
ˇˇ  N  D Pp4  ˇˇ CmaxB ˇˇ  x2.p4/ ;
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with
x D N
2.p4/
D L.p/
L.bp/  .bp/.p4/ ;
and there exist universal constants ci > 0 (1  i  4) such that
.bp/
.p4/
 c1 1.L.bp//
1.L.p4//
 c21.L.p4/; L.bp//  c3L.p4/
L.bp/
1=2
D c3

L.bbp/
L.bp/
ˇ
(using (2.16), (2.9), (2.11) and the definition of p4 (7.6)), which yields
x  c4L.p/
L.bp/ 

L.p/
L.bp/
 ˇ Q˛
D c4

L.p/
L.bp/
1=2
(this follows from (7.2) and our particular choice of ˇ). We are thus in a position to
combine Lemmas 7.1 and 4.4.
On the other hand, with high probability, something has to freeze before time p3
in int. C /. Indeed, we know from Lemma 4.1 that
Pp3
ˇˇ
CmaxB
2L.p/
ˇˇ  1   "
100

.p3/
ˇˇ
B2L.p/
ˇˇ  1   "
100
as soon as L.p3/
2L.p/
is small enough, and we have 
1   "
100

.p3/
ˇˇ
B2L.p/
ˇˇ
N
 C6
.p3/
 
2L.p/
2
N
D C64 .p3/
.bp/
for some universal constantC6 > 0 (using the definition of bp (7.1)), which is 1 for all
M M5 andN  N5 (thanks to Lemma 7.1 again). Hence, the only possible scenario
is as follows: the connected component that contains C and the net at time p1 freezes
at time p0  p3, and when it freezes, it leaves holes in which no other clusters with
volume  N emerge before time p4. In particular, ƒ D H .T/.p0/ D H .T/.p/. We
can then conclude the claims announced in the beginning of Step 2 by using the event
E7 D E.p3/, which has a probability  1   "100 , and ensures that BL.p3/  ƒ:
indeed, L.p3/ > KL.p4/ for allM M6 and N  N6.
Step 3.We now use the big hole around 0 at time p. We consider
– QpC WD infft  p W there exists a t -black cluster in ƒ which has  N vertices, inter-
sects @BKL.p/=2, and contains a circuit surrounding 0 that is included in BKL.p/=2g,
– andƒC WD H .BKL.p/=2/. QpC/ (i.e.,ƒC is the hole of the origin in the cluster from the
definition of QpC).
By construction, ƒC is a stopping set. We have to prove that it has the properties in the
statement of Proposition 7.2. Throughout the proof, we use the intermediate scale
(7.9)  WD pKL.p/:
If we set
E 01 WD Np.=4;KL.p//;
Lemma 2.2 implies that
P.E 01/  1   C1Ke C2
p
K
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Cx
x ∈ NniceK
0
2γ = 2
√
KL(p∗)
KL(p∗)
F 7.2. This figure depicts the construction used in the proof of Proposi-
tion 7.2. We consider the independent random variables Xxt D X C
x
t , for x 2
NniceK (i.e., such that the corresponding circuit C
x is nice), and we condition on
the configuration outside: Yt counts the number of vertices connected to at least
one . Cx/
x2NniceK (including the vertices of the circuits themselves).
for some suitable universal constants C1; C2 > 0. In particular, there exists a constant
K1 D K1."/ such that for all K  K1, this lower bound is at least 1   "100 . We now assume
that this event E 01 holds.
For each x 2 NK , there exists a p-black circuit in A=2; .2x/, where (with ZŒi  D
ZC Zi )
NK WD ZŒi  \ BKL.p/=4 D ZŒi  \ BpK=4:
Let Cx denote the outermost such circuit. Note that all these circuits are connected
by p-black paths (inside the net), as illustrated on Figure 7.2.
For x 2 NK and t  p, we consider (recall the notation from Section 4.3)
Xxt D X C
x
t D
ˇˇfv 2 int. Cx/ W v t ! Cxgˇˇ:
In the following, we define several random times in terms of .Xxt /x2NK , we thus restrict
ourselves to the x for whichwe have a good control on the quantiles.More precisely, we know
from Lemma 4.10 that there exists a constant C3 > 0 such that for each x 2 NK ,
(7.10) P
 
Cx is not .p; C3/-nice; E 01
  "
100
:
Note that the events
˚
Cx exists, and it is .p; C3/-nice
	
are independent, for x 2 NK . We
define the set
NniceK WD fx 2 NK W Cx is .p; C3/-niceg:
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Further, we write
E 02 WD

0 2 NniceK ; jNniceK j 
K
8

and E 0 WD E 01 \E 02:
From Hoeffding’s inequality and (7.10), there exists K2 D K2."/ such that: for all K  K2,
P.E 01 \ .E 02/c/ 
"
100
:
Finally, for t  p, let Yt denote the number of vertices in ƒ which are either on one
of the circuits . Cx/
x2NniceK , or outside these circuits and connected to at least one of them.
More precisely,
Yt WD
ˇˇˇˇ
v 2 ƒ n
[
x2NniceK
int. Cx/ W v t !
[
x2NniceK
Cx
ˇˇˇˇ
:
We set
(7.11) pC WD inf

t  p W
X
x2NniceK
Xxt C Yt  N

:
We also define the random times
pC WD inf

t  p W Q"=100.X0t /C
X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxt C Yt  N

(7.12)
and pC WD inf

t  p W Q
"=100
.X0t /C
X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxt C Yt  N

;(7.13)
where we “isolate” X0t by considering its quantiles (recall the notation for quantiles from
Section 4.3). Further, let
S 0 WD V.T/ n int. C0/ and S 1 WD V.T/ n
[
x2NniceK
int. Cx/:
For later use, we note that by definition,
– .Xxt /x2NniceK nf0g are measurable functions of .v/v2S 0nS 1 ,
– Yt is a measurable function of .v/v2S 1 ,
– and pC, pC are measurable functions of .v/v2S 0 .
We condition on S 1 and .v/v2S 1 from now on. Under this conditioning, the function Yt
becomes deterministic, while the processes .Xxt /tp are independent for x 2 NniceK .
Step 4.We prove that (with large probability) p  pC  pC  pC  cp. For that, let
us first introduce two rough bounds on pC: we set
p WD inf
(
t  p W Q"=100.X0t /CQ"=100
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxt
!
C Yt  N
)
;
and p WD inf
(
t  p W Q
"=100
.X0t /CQ"=100
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxt
!
C Yt  N
)
:
Note that it follows from the definitions that p, p are measurable functions of .v/v2S 1 .
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It is clear that p  p. We prove that p  pC  pC  pC  p with probability at least
1  "=5, and we then show p cp separately. As to the first four inequalities, we only prove
that pC  pC with probability at least 1  "=20; the other inequalities can be established in
a similar way. For that, note that if pC > pC, then
Q
"=100
.X0
pC/C
X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xx
pC C YpC  N > X0pC C
X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xx
pC C YpC ;
and hence, Q
"=100
.X0
pC/ > X
0
pC . Since the process .X
0
t /tp is conditionally independent
of the process .
P
x2NniceK nf0gX
x
t C Yt /tp , and thus of pC, the above has a probability at
most "=100.
We now prove p cp (with large probability). For that, we define bp.K/ by
(7.14) K3=2L.p/2.bp.K// D N:
For K  1, the monotonicity of  implies that bp.K/ cp; it is thus enough to prove that
(7.15) for all K large enough, p  bp.K/ with probability  1   "
20
;
which we do now (this slightly stronger result is used in the next step). Let us also note
that for some constants M7 and N7 depending only on K, we have: if N  N7 and
L.p/  m1.N /=M7, then
(7.16) bp.K/  p
(indeed, for every fixed K, it follows from (7.1) and (7.14) that .cp/  .bp.K//, so
L.cp/  L.bp.K//, by (2.16) and (2.11), and we can use Lemma 7.1).
Recall that C3 was chosen according to Lemma 4.10, and C0 is .p; C3/-nice onE 0. Since
C0  A=2; , with  D
p
KL.p/, we obtain from Lemma 4.11 that for some c3 > 0,
Q
"=100
.X0bp.K//  c3.pKL.p//2.bp.K//;
and similarly,
Q
"=100
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxbp.K/

 c3jNniceK n f0gj.
p
KL.p//2.bp.K//:
Since jNniceK j  K8 on the event E 0, we deduce
Q
"=100
.X0bp.K//CQ"=100
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxbp.K/

C Ybp.K/  c38 K2L.p/2.bp.K//  c38 K1=2N
(using (7.14)), which is  N for all K  K3 D K3."/. Hence, we get that for all K  K3,
p  bp.K/, which completes the proof of (7.15), and thus of Step 4.
Step 5. Recall the definitions of  , QpC and ƒC in the beginning of Step 3. We show that
with high probability,
(i) QpC D pC (i.e., QpC is the time when the structure consisting of the circuits . Cx/
x2NniceK
freezes),
(ii) ƒC D H .T/.pC/,
(iii) and H .B=8/.pC/  ƒC  H .B=8/.pC/.
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Recall from Step 4 that for all K large enough, pC  bp.K/ (with large probability). In
a similar way as in Step 2 (Case b), we see that if, apart from the net from Step 3, no other
cluster in ƒ intersecting BKL.p/=2 reaches volume N before time bp.K/, then QpC D pC.
Hence,
(7.17) PN
  QpC ¤ pC; pC  bp.K/; E 0  K  Pbp.K/ˇˇ CmaxB ˇˇ  N:
Using (4.3) (with x D K1=2) and (7.14), the probability in the right-hand side can be bounded
as follows:
Pbp.K/ˇˇ CmaxB ˇˇ  N  c1e c2K1=2 2L.bp.K//2 D c1e c2K3=2 L.p/2L.bp.K//2  c1e c2K3=2 ;
since L.bp.K//  L.p/ (from (7.16)). The upper bound in (7.17) is thus  "
100
for all
K  K4."/, which shows properties (i) and (ii). Since pC  pC  pC, we also have (with
large probability)
H .B2 /.pC/  ƒC  H .B2 /.pC/:
Further, let E 03 WD
˚
there is a p-black circuit C in A 4p
KL.p/;
p
KL.p/ s.t. C
p ! 1	. We
have that for allK  K5 D K5."/, P.E 03/  1  "100 (from (2.5)), andE 03 implies in particular
that, for all t  p, H .B2 /.t/ D H .B=8/.t/. By using this observation at times pC and pC,
we finally get property (iii).
We are now almost in a position to conclude the proof of Proposition 7.2. Indeed, note
that since pC and pC are measurable functions of .v/v2TnB=2 , we can apply Lemma 3.8
(and Remark 4.3) to H .B=8/.pC/ and H .B=8/.pC/ to deduce that ƒC has the desired
properties, if we prove that L.pC/=L.pC/ can be made arbitrarily close to 1. This will be
done in the next (and last) step.
Step 6.We now fix an arbitrary ı > 0, and we bound the probability of
˚L.pC/
L.pC/ > 1C ı
	
.
For that, we first show that, for the rough lower and upper bounds p and p, L.p/ and L.p/
are comparable. It follows from the definitions of p and p that
lim
t%p
 
Q
"=100
.X0t /CQ"=100
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxt

C Yt
!
 N
 lim
t&p
 
Q"=100.X
0
t /CQ"=100
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxt

C Yt
!
:(7.18)
From the same reasoning as in the end of Step 4, we obtain that in the left-hand side of (7.18),
lim
t%p
 
Q
"=100
.X0t /CQ"=100
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxt
!
 c3jNniceK jKL.p/2.p/
(using the continuity of  at p), and a similar upper bound holds for the right-hand
side of (7.18), with c3 replaced by c3. These bounds, combined with (7.18), show that
c3.p/  c3.p/. By (2.16), this shows the existence of a constant C4 D C4."/ such that
(7.19) L.p/  C4L.p/:
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For each i 2 f0; : : : ; 2 log1Cı C4g, let ti be defined by
L.ti / D .1C ı/ i=2L.p/:
Note that if
L.pC/
L.pC/ > 1 C ı, then there exists an i 2 I ı WD f0; : : : ; 2 log1Cı C4   1g for
which pC < ti and tiC1 < pC (using the rough bound p  pC  pC  p). For this i , the
definitions of pC (7.12) and pC (7.13) imply
Q"=100.X
0
ti
/C
X
x2NniceK nf0g
Xxti C Yti  N > Q"=100.X0tiC1/C
X
x2NniceK nf0g
XxtiC1 C YtiC1 ;
from which we deduceX
x2NniceK nf0g
 
XxtiC1  Xxti
   Yti   YtiC1C  Q"=100.X0ti /  Q"=100.X0tiC1/
 Q"=100.X0p/  C5KL.p/2.p/;(7.20)
for some C5 D C5."/ > 0.
It turns out to be easier to work with a slightly different collection of random variables.
We set
Zxi WD
ˇˇfv 2 B=10.2x/ W v tiC1 ! Cx ; v ti6 ! @B=10.v/gˇˇ  XxtiC1  Xxti :
It follows from (7.20) that it is enough to bound, for each i 2 I ı , the probability of the event
that X
x2NniceK nf0g
Zxi  C5KL.p/2.p/:
For this purpose, first note that
E

Zxi j Cx
  X
v2B=10.2x/
P
 
v
tiC1 ! Cx ; v
ti6 ! @B=10.v/ j Cx

 1
100
KL.p/2P
 
0
tiC1 !1; 0
ti6 ! @B=10

 C6KL.p/2 jtiC1   ti jjti   pc j .ti /(7.21)
 C7KL.p/2.p/;(7.22)
for some suitable universal constants C6 and C7 D C7.ı/ (using Lemma 2.3 in (7.21), and
Lemma 2.19 in (7.22), combined with the definition of ti ).
Let us fix i 2 I ı , and consider .Zxi /x2NniceK nf0g. Since Z
x
i  V=10.2x/ (recall the
definition of Vn in (4.4)), Lemma 4.5 provides the moment bound
E

.Zxi /
m
  E.V=10.2x//m  Cm8 mŠ.2.tiC1//m  Cm8 mŠ.KL.p/2.p//m
for some universal constant C8 > 0. This shows that we can apply Bernstein’s inequality
(Lemma 4.6) to the centered random variables .Zxi   EŒZxi /x2NniceK nf0g, with
n D ˇˇNniceK n f0gˇˇ  K; M D C9KL.p/2.p/; 2x DM 2;
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and y D C5KL.p/2.p/   E
hP
x2NniceK nf0gZ
x
i
i
, for some constant C9 D C9.ı/ large
enough.Note that jyj  KM (sinceEŒZxi  M , by (7.22)).We obtain that, for each i 2 I ı ,
P
 X
x2NniceK nf0g
Zxi  C5KL.p/2.p/

 2e C10K
for some C10 D C10.ı/. So, putting things together,
P

L.pC/
L.pC/
> 1Cı

 P

9i 2 I ı W
X
x2NniceK nf0g
Zxi  C5KL.p/2.p/

 4.log1Cı C4/e C10K
(using jI ı j  2 log1Cı C4), which is  "=100 for all K  K6."/. Hence, if we set
K D max1i6Ki , and thenM D max1i7Mi .K; "/ and N D max1i7Ni .K; "/, all the
desired bounds hold, which completes the proof of Proposition 7.2.
8. Potential applications to other processes
In this last section, we briefly and informally indicate the robustness of our methods, by
considering some other interesting models for which a similar behavior as for volume-frozen
percolation, and analogs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, can be expected. We discuss in particular
two closely related processes (the proof of existence requires substantial work: see [17]). For
these two processes, all vertices are initially white, and they can turn black according to some
Poisson process of “births,” with intensity 1. We also use a second, independent, Poisson
process of “lightnings,” with a small rate "N > 0: each vertex is hit by lightning at a rate
"N , independently of the other vertices. To fix ideas, let us take "N D N ˛, for some ˛ > 0.
We can first introduce a modified volume-frozen percolation process, where a black
connected component freezes when one of its vertices is hit by lightning (so that the rate at
which a cluster freezes is proportional to its volume). As a starting point, we can look for a
similar separation of scales as in our previous volume-frozen percolation process. Here and
further in this section, we make the usual translation p.t/ D 1  e t , and we define tc as the
solution of p.tc/ D pc . We also write L.t/ for L.p.t//, and similarly for .t/.
Heuristically, the recursion formula (7.1) should be replaced by
"N jbt   tc jL.t/2.bt /  1;
where L.t/2.bt / corresponds to the volume of the “giant” connected component in a box
with side length L.t/, and "N jbt   t j is the probability for any given vertex to be hit between
times t andbt , which we replace by "N jbt tc j (since we look for the property jbt tc j  jt tc j).
A quick computation then yields a sequence of exceptional scales
m
.˛/
k
.N / D N ı.˛/k Co.1/ as N !1
(and corresponding times q.˛/
k
.N / D tc C N  34 ı.˛/k Co.1/), where the sequence of expo-
nents .ı.˛/
k
/k0 satisfies
ı
.˛/
0 D 0; and ı.˛/kC1 D
˛
2
C 41
96
ı
.˛/
k
.k  0/:
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This sequence is strictly increasing, and it converges to ı.˛/1 D 4855˛.We then have a separation
of scales, that is, L.bt /  L.t/, for all t > tc such that L.t/  m.˛/1 .N /, as in Lemma 7.1
(where m.˛/1 .N / D N ı.˛/1 Co.1/ as N ! 1). If we consider a net with mesh  L.bt / and
 L.t/ at an intermediate time between t andbt (as we did, for instance, in Step 2 of the
proof of Proposition 7.2), we see that the next freezing time coincides with the freezing time
of this net (w.h.p.). In particular, the next hole looks like H .t#/, for some random t# such
that jt#   tc j is comparable to jbt   tc j.
We can also consider the forest fire process obtained from the same Poisson processes (of
births and of lightnings), where a black connected component “burns,” i.e., all its vertices
become white, when one of its vertices is hit (and may later become black again according
to the Poisson process of births). During a first non-trivial stage of the process (immediately
after tc), the sequence of holes should be approximately the same (as N ! 1) as in the
previousmodified frozen percolation process. Indeed, the recent work [26] for self-destructive
percolation [4] indicates that it takes a positive time ı > 0 for macroscopic connections
outside the hole to reappear, and the next burning event occurs much before that time. In
particular, this suggests the existence (hinted in [5]) of a ı > 0 for which: w.h.p. (asN !1),
the origin does not burn on the time interval Œ0; tc C ı.
Appendix
Additional proofs
A.1. Proof of Lemma 2.4
Proof of Lemma 2.4. – We consider , p and p0 as in the statement, and write
.p0/   .p/ D P.B/;
where B WD f0 p
0
 !1; 0
p
6 ! 1g. Let us assume that this event occurs, which implies that
there exists a p-white circuit surrounding 0, as well as a p0-black infinite path starting from 0.
We can thus introduce the closest vertex v from the origin which lies on both ap-white circuit
surrounding 0, and ap0-black path from 0 to1 (when there aremultiple choices, we just pick
one in some deterministic way). Note that locally around v, we see four disjoint arms: two
p-white arms (coming from the p-white circuit), and two p0-black arms (from the p0-black
path to1).
We now distinguish two cases, depending on the distance from v to the origin: we intro-
duce the events
B1 WD fd.0; v/  L.p/g and B2 WD fd.0; v/ > L.p/g:
We start by bounding the probability of B1. Let imax WD dlog2L.p/e: by dividing the
annulus A1;L.p/ into the dyadic annuli Ai D A2i 1;2i (1  i  imax), we obtain
P.B1/ D
imaxX
iD1
P.v 2 Ai /  jp0   pj
imaxX
iD1
jAi jP.0 p
0
 ! @B2i 2/P.Ap
0;p
4 .1; 2
i 1//P.@B2iC1
p0 !1/
 C1jp0   pj
imaxX
iD1
22iC21.2i 2/4.2i 1/1.2iC1; 4L.p//(A.1)
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 C2jp0   pj1.L.p//
imax 1X
iD0
22i4.2
i /(A.2)
 C3jp0   pjL.p/24.L.p//.p/(A.3)
for some constants Cj D Cj ./ > 0 (j D 1; 2; 3) (in (A.1) we used (2.12), in (A.2) we used
a combination of (2.8), (2.9) and (2.16), while we used (2.14) in (A.3)).
Let us turn to P.B2/. If we now divide T n BL.p/ into the annuli A0i D A2iL.p/;2iC1L.p/
(i  0), we obtain
P.B2/ D
X
i0
P.v 2 A0i /  jp0   pj
X
i0
jA0i jP.0
p ! @BL.p/=2/
 P.Ap;p04 .1; L.p/=2//P.@BL.p/=2.v/
p white ! @B2iL.p/.v//
 C4jp0   pjL.p/24.L.p/=2/.p/
X
i0
22i exp. c22i /(A.4)
 C5jp0   pjL.p/24.L.p//.p/
X
i0
22i exp. c22i /(A.5)
 C6jp0   pjL.p/24.L.p//.p/;(A.6)
for some constants Cj D Cj ./ (j D 4; 5; 6), and c2 as in (2.5) (in (A.4), we used (2.8)
combined with (2.16) and (2.5), while we used (2.8) in (A.5)). Lemma 2.4 then follows, by
combining (A.3), (A.6) and (2.17).
A.2. Proof of Lemma 4.1
We use the fact that fin.p/ defined as Ep
j C .0/j I j C .0/j < 1 and cov.p/ defined asP
v2T Covp
 
10 !1;1v !1

satisfy
(A.7) fin.p/; cov.p/  c1L.p/2.p/2
for all p > pc (where c1 > 0 is a universal constant), which is a consequence of (2.5) (see
Section 6.4 in [12]).
Let us introduce some more notation, used only in this section. For a connected subsetƒ
of T, the connected components inside ƒ (at time p) can be listed by decreasing volume
as . C .i/ƒ;1/i1 and . C
.i/
ƒ;<1/i1, according to whether they are included in the infinite
cluster C1.p/ or not, respectively. Clearly, Cmaxƒ coincides with either C
.1/
ƒ;1 or C
.1/
ƒ;<1, so
in particular
ˇˇ
Cmaxƒ
ˇˇ  ˇˇ C .1/ƒ;1 ˇˇC ˇˇ C .1/ƒ;<1 ˇˇ. Note also that
(A.8)
ˇˇ
C1 \ƒ
ˇˇ DX
i1
ˇˇ
C .i/ƒ;1
ˇˇ
:
L A.1. – For some universal constant c1 > 0, we have
(i) Ep
hˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;1
ˇˇi  jƒj.p/,
(ii) and Ep
hˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;<1
ˇˇi  c1jƒj1=2L.p/.p/.
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Proof of Lemma A.1. – (i) It follows immediately from (A.8) thatˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;1
ˇˇ  ˇˇ C1 \ƒˇˇ DX
v2ƒ
1v !1;
and we can conclude by taking the expectation of both sides.
(ii) If we introduce tƒ WD jƒj1=2L.p/.p/, we can write
Ep
hˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;<1
ˇˇi  tƒ C Ephˇˇ C .1/ƒ;<1 ˇˇ I ˇˇ C .1/ƒ;<1 ˇˇ  tƒi
 tƒ C
X
v2ƒ
Pp
ˇˇ
C .v/
ˇˇ D ˇˇ C .1/ƒ;<1 ˇˇ; ˇˇ C .v/ˇˇ  tƒ; v 6 ! 1
 tƒ C jƒjPp
ˇˇ
C .0/
ˇˇ  tƒ; 0 6 ! 1:
We can then conclude by noting that
Pp
ˇˇ
C .0/
ˇˇ  tƒ; 0 6 ! 1  fin.p/
tƒ
 c1L.p/
2.p/2
jƒj1=2L.p/.p/ ;
using successively the definition of fin, and (A.7).
We are now in a position to prove the main lemma.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. – First, we observe that Lemma A.1 implies that
Ep
hˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;<1
ˇˇi  c1.jƒj.p// L.p/jƒj1=2 :
Further, note that for both types in the statement of the lemma, jƒj  n2 (since ƒ contains bn), so
(A.9)
L.p/
jƒj1=2 
L.p/
n
 :
Using Markov’s inequality, we obtain that
Pp
ˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;<1
ˇˇ  "jƒj.p/  c1
"
 "
10
for  small enough. We can thus restrict our attention to C .1/ƒ;1 and C
.2/
ƒ;1.
Let us consider
ˇˇ
C1 \ƒ
ˇˇ
: we already noted that Ep
hˇˇ
C1 \ƒ
ˇˇi D jƒj.p/, and we have
Varp
ˇˇ
C1 \ƒ
ˇˇ D X
v;w2ƒ
Covp
 
1v !1;1w !1


X
v2ƒ
X
w2T
Covp
 
1v !1;1w !1
 D jƒjcov.p/  c1.jƒj.p//22;
where the last inequality comes from (A.7) and (A.9). Chebyshev’s inequality then implies
that for  small enough,
(A.10) Pp

1   "
10

jƒj.p/  ˇˇ C1 \ƒˇˇ  1C "
10

jƒj.p/

 1   "
10
;
which gives the desired upper bound for
ˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;1
ˇˇ
(using (A.8)).
Now, we need to distinguish the two types for ƒ. We first consider ƒ D . Qƒ/.ˇ/, where
ˇ 2 .0; 1
3
/ and Qƒ is a connected component of  C n-blocks that contains bn. We consider
all the horizontal rectangles of the form Œi1=2n; .i C 2/1=2n  Œj1=2n; .j C 1/1=2n,
and all the vertical rectangles of the form Œi1=2n; .i C 1/1=2n  Œj1=2n; .j C 2/1=2n
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(i , j integers), which are entirely contained inƒ. The probability of the event that all of them
have a p-black crossing in the long direction is at least
1   c1. 1=2/2Ce c21=2n=L.p/  1   c1C 1e c2 1=2
for some constants c1; c2 > 0 (using (2.5)), which is at least 1   "10 for  small enough. Let
us assume that this event indeed occurs, so that the crossings form a net that covers the sub-
domain ƒ0 D . Qƒ/.ˇC31=2/. We note that all vertices in C1 \ ƒ0 are connected by the net
inside ƒ, so that
ˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;1
ˇˇ  ˇˇ C1 \ ƒ0 ˇˇ. Moreover, for the same reason as for (A.10), with
probability at least 1   "
10
,
(A.11)
ˇˇ
C1 \ƒ0
ˇˇ  1   "
10

jƒ0j.p/


1   "
10

.1   12  31=2/jƒj.p/ 

1   "
5

jƒj.p/
(for  small enough). This gives the desired lower bound for
ˇˇ
C .1/ƒ;1
ˇˇ
, and we can then get an
upper bound on
ˇˇ
C .2/ƒ;1
ˇˇ
from (A.8):ˇˇ
C .2/ƒ;1
ˇˇ  ˇˇ C1 \ƒˇˇ   ˇˇ C .1/ƒ;1 ˇˇ


1C "
10

jƒj.p/  

1   "
5

jƒj.p/
D 3"
10
jƒj.p/;
with probability at least 1  "
5
(using (A.10) and (A.11)). Finally, the net provides a circuit as
desired, which is connected to1 with high probability (using once again (2.5)).
In the case when ƒ is an .n; "
2
/-approximable set with Bn  ƒ  BCn, we proceed in
the same way, by introducing ƒ0 D .ƒint.n//.31=2/ (note that ƒint.n/ consists of at most C 2
n-blocks).
A.3. Proof of Lemma 5.12
Proof of Lemma 5.12. – Let us denote xi D ri1 ri . For notational convenience, we iden-
tify ! 2 n with the subset fi 2 f1; : : : ; ng W !i D 1g. For every S  f1; : : : ; ng,
P.! D S/ D
Y
i2S
ri 
Y
i2Sc
.1   ri / D
nY
iD1
.1   ri /  S ;
with S WDQi2S xi . Hence, we want to ensure that for every S with jS j D i ,
P. Q!Œi D S/ D S
†i
; with †i D
X
Sf1;:::;ng
jS jDi
S
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(where †0 D 1 by convention). We claim that the desired coupling can be obtained with the
following transition probabilities: for every S with jS j D i < n, every j 2 Sc ,
pS;S[fj g D xj
†iC1
X
T Wj…T
jT jDi
T
i C 1   jS \ T j
D 1
†iC1
X
T Wj2T
jT jDiC1
T
i C 1   jS \ T j :
Since the summand in the last expression is  T , it is clear that pS;S[fj g 2 Œ0; 1. One also
has X
j2Sc
pS;S[fj g D 1
†iC1
X
j2Sc
X
T Wj2T
jT jDiC1
T
i C 1   jS \ T j
D 1
†iC1
X
T WjT jDiC1
X
j2Sc\T
T
i C 1   jS \ T j
D †iC1
†iC1
D 1;
as desired. Finally, it only remains to be checked that for every 0  i  n, we obtain the right
distribution for Q!Œi. We proceed by induction over i : this clearly holds for i D 0, and let us
assume that it holds for some 0  i < n. Then for every T  f1; : : : ; ng with jT j D i C 1,
P. Q!ŒiC1 D T / D
X
j2T
P. Q!Œi
D T n fj g/pT nfj g;T
D
X
j2T
T nfj g
†i
xj
†iC1
X
U Wj…U
jU jDi
U
i C 1   j.T n fj g/ \ U j ;
using the induction hypothesis. Since T nfj gxj D T , we obtain
P. Q!ŒiC1 D T / D T
†iC1†i
X
U WjU jDi
X
j2T\U c
U
i C 1   jT \ U j
D T
†iC1†i
†i
D T
†iC1
;
which completes the proof of Lemma 5.12.
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